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OFF THE ROAD
—

M R .  S U B J E C T I V E ’ S  F A N T A S Y  P L A N E T  O F

M O T O R C Y C L E  V A G A B O N D I N G

“No matter where a rider’s destination lies, he must at 

some point decide how to get there. For the automobile 

driver, the issue of routing is usually straightforward. A 

driver simply calculates the shortest or quickest road 

and proceeds to point his car in that direction. The 

quickest route to any destination is, of course, usually 

the most heavily traveled and least scenic route. Day 

cruising motorcyclists rarely measure the success of their 

trip in terms of miles traveled per hour. Consequently, 

the fastest way is often the least desirable route for a 

two-wheeled vehicle.” —Chiltons Complete Guide to 

Motorcycles, 1971, Donald W. Koch
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EUREKA MIDORI 2 & 3 TENTS
Nuanced details like a high performance, side opening D-style 
door, an large integrated  vestibule area for weatherproof stor-
age and interior pockets and gear loft to keep essentials close 
at hand. Strong, free standing shockcorded aluminum frame.  
Vectored f ly-to-tent pullouts increase volume and hooded f ly 
vents and mesh panels provide exceptional ventilation. The 
bathtub f loor design wraps up to protect against standing 
or splashing water. Lightweight, easy to set-up and provides 
seemingly acres of internal space. Choose the 2-person, with a 
7'4"×4'7" f loor space and 3'7" center height. Packs to 5"×18". 
4lbs 7oz. Or the larg-
er 3-person model with 
7'4"×6'2" f loor size and 
4'3" center height. Packs 
to 6.5"×18". 6Lbs 8oz.

EUREKA MIDORI SOLO TENT
 Featuring a mesh tent body to aid ventilation and lighten 
the load, the versatile side entry design features a spacious all 
weather vestibule created by the weatherproof rain-f ly. Free 
standing aluminum post, clip and grommet assembly for light-
weight stability that is fast and easy to set-up. Hooded f ly vents 
and vectored pull-outs further increase ventilation, volume 
and stability. The interior features bathtub f loor to protect 
against splashing and standing water, two storage pockets, 
and a gear hammock to 
help keep you organized 
and maximize space in the 
7'6"×3'×2'8" layout. Packs 
down to 5"×16". 3lbs. 
10oz.

#1794 $143.00

KELTY GUNNISON 2.3 TENT
Combine extensive technical features, a classic self support-
ing design and a great price… voila, you have the lightweight 
Gunnison. Its vaulted pole clips and ball ended seamless alu-
minum poles provide tremendous strength that can resist high 
winds and the worst weather. Double hang-to-the-side doors 
and 40D no-see-em mesh panels allow great cross ventilation 
and f lexible access. The nylon f loor and stretch resistant, fast 
drying polyester f ly are both fully taped for weatherproof 
strength. Quick release buckles attach and adjust the f ly to 
make pitching and striking fast and easy. Both doors have #8 
YKK zippers with nickel plated sliders for years of trouble free 
wear. There are also two integrated vestibules (front and rear) 
for keeping your saddlebags, packs and other stuff both out-
of-sight and dry. Includes two gear pockets and a mesh gear 
loft for extra storage. The main vent and door zipper pulls 
are ref lective so you can see ‘em easier at night. These are 
elegant, feature-rich well-made, tents that you will enjoy 
wherever you make camp. 
Includes Ground Cloth 
Footprint. Grey. Sleeps 
two. 3'6"×7"×4'4" (packed 
size: 13"×16"). 5 lbs. 14 oz.

#1792 $167.00

EUREKA DOWN RANGE SOLO TENT
A side entry 1 person tent with a huge front storage vestibule 
with integrated f loor, great for storing excess gear and keep-
ing things cleaner and drier. The same field-tested durable 
design used by our Armed Forces. Features shockcorded alu-
minum poles and factory sealed f ly and f loor seams, and the 
2 panel mesh doors enhance air-f low with High/Low adjust-
able vents. Easy all clip set up is just as fast to set up or take 
down. Includes four storage pockets, gear hammock, stakes 
and all carry bags. A great, 
compact tent for the weight 
conscious solo traveler. 
Roomy 7'6"×2'8" set-up, 
it packs down to 16"x6". 5 
lbs. 4 oz.

#1793 $199.00

Midori 2 #1771 $160.00
 Midori 3 #1795 $199.00

Midori 2 Ground Cloth #1711 $19.00
Midori 3 Ground Cloth #1798 $19.00
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MORPHO ELITE 2P AIRBEAM TENT
That’s right, no poles! Originally designed for extreme 
mountaineering, this innovative 2-person, all-weather tent 
features two incredibly strong inf latable airbeams enclosed 
in puncture-resistant sailcloth shells that can withstand 
twice as much force as standard aluminum poles. Even if 
the airbeams get bent all the way to the ground, they sim-
ply spring back into shape. A broken pole is usually a tent’s 
death sentence. In the rare event that you somehow acci-
dentally damage one of the airbeams, no problem… they’re 
inexpensive and easy to replace. Plus, no poles means less 
to worry about misplacing or damaging. With remarkable 
strength, easy setup, and beautiful simplicity, this shelter can 
handle it all: vicious downpours, high winds, and early sea-
son snow. It’s durable, packs tight for extended trips, and takes 45 seconds or less to set up. Stays 
virtually condensation-free, thanks to waterproof/breathable fabric and vents. At 39 square feet 
when erected, the outer f ly provides an additional 14 square feet of vestibule space. Nasty weather? 
Simply close all the doors for impervious storm protection. Dual front doors for individual entry/
exit options. Rear scoop further aids ventilation, even when all doors are closed, and the scalloped tail helps keep body taut. Included 
foot pump collapses f lat as a pancake. Stores inside a dry bag style stuff sack. Repair kit included. Sleeps two. Yellow. 8’8"×5'4"×3'6". 
Packed size 7"×11", 4 lbs. 3  oz.

Tent (2 Person) #1778 $543.00
2P Ground Cloth #1780 $49.00

POVERTY RIDER 1 & 2 PERSON 
LIGHTWEIGHT TENTS

You’ll want to stay outdoors more with this perfect tent 
for lightweight touring and travel. Allows you to lay 
under the stars, enjoying a cool-breeze in the bug-free 
comfort of the ‘no-see-um’ mesh design, or quickly at-
tach the rainproof fabric f ly to fend off even the worst 
downpour. Fully seam-taped f loor further ensures you 
and your gear stay warm and dry. 
 Durable fiberglass poles (ugh...) securely hold up these 
portable shelters while creating maximum internal space. 
The one person version has a 6'7"×2'5" footprint with a 
43" center height inside. It packs up small and weighs only 
3.5 lbs. The wider two person model measures 3'9"×7'5" 
and offers a utility hook and two inside gear pockets. 
Weighs only 5.7 lbs. Both tents feature a vented vestibule 
for added dry gear storage ouside of your sleeping quar-
ters. They also pack into an included 150D carry bag and 
include aluminum stakes to secure your shelter in place.  

1-Person #1188 $64.00
2-Person #1189 $99.00 

BLACK DIAMOND HILIGHT 2
SINGLE WALL TENT

A spacious one-person lounge or a cozy two-person sin-
gle wall assault-style tent, the HiLight uses a two-and-
a-half pole design for steep, water-shedding walls and a 
wide, high ceiling. Three-season, freestanding solo shel-
ter that is roomy enough to sit up in, yet packs down 
small and weighs less than similar lightweight tents for 
one or two people. The full side-opening door has a 
built-in no-see-um mesh window, and coupled with an-
other screened window on the opposite side, the HiLight 
offers excellent ventilation. The canopy is built with 
highly water-resistant and breathable Epic fabric, and the 
f loor is double silicone coated nylon ripstop. For keeping 
track of the little things, the HiLight has two interior net 
pockets. Sleeps two very close friends. 3'8"×6'10"×4'2". 
Packed size 6"×9", 2 lbs. 10 oz

 Tent (2 Person) #1729 $377.00
Ground Cloth #1731 $49.00
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OPENED FLAT

DRAWSTRING HOOD STRAPPED DOWNFIVE REINFORCED WEBBING LOOPS SELF-STORE POCKET

 STEALTH SHELTERS
Zips open fully as an under-tent ground cloth, or as a hot weather sleep blanket or over-
head tarp. Zips closed to function as an all-weather bivvy sack. A Stealth Shelter creates 
opportunities, and solves many different kinds of camping problems. Wind-and-water-
proof, breathable with three layer ripstop nylon fabric.
 There are five reinforced webbing loops to attach parachute cord plus both a loop and 
a double reinforced area at the center to allow pitching over any kind of pole to keep rain 
off a campfire. Also good as a campsite shade in the heat of the day. Works as a protective 
footprint beneath the f loor of a tent, too. Throw it over your bike and riding gear to pro-
tect them overnight. Use as a trailside picnic blanket at a lunch stop.
 Waterproof version is constructed from black 3.5 oz/sq yd 40d 3-layer breathable, wa-
terproof rip-stop nylon fabric, with sealed seams and highly water resistant zippers to keep 
you and your stuff dry and comfortable in any conditions. The Ultralight Stealth is made 
from a lighter weight, 1.3oz/sq yd silicone-ureathane coated 30d ripstop nylon, which 
provides all-around weatherproof protection in an even lighter and more packable format. 
(Can be custom seam-sealed with all silicone sealants.) Both measure  88"×72" when open 
and spread out. (approx. 9"×5" rolled/strapped, 13"×7"×4" self-stored.) 

Waterproof Stealth # 734 $197.00
Ultralight Stealth #4464 #139.00

15’ Black Parachute Cord # 794 $10.00
Titanium Tent Stakes #4071 $27.00

#734                #4464
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WIGGY ULTRALIGHT 
45º BAG

Summer and hot weather: that’s 
when you do most of your trav-
eling and camping, and this bag 
is just right. The rectangular 
shape is more comfortable in hot 
weather because it allows you to 
move your legs and feet around. 
You’ll get a better night’s sleep. 
As light and small to pack as 
a standard “mummy” design. 
Open the long zipper down the 
side and across the bottom to use 
it as a blanket, too. Dimensions 
80"×31" (tapers to 27" at the foot). 
Includes 11"×20" stuff sack that 
also doubles as a pillow. Use this 
bag inside an Aerostich Stealth 
Shelter (#’s 734 & 4464) to extend 
the bag comfort range in colder 
weather. Weighs 2.5 lbs. Loft 2.5". 
Rated to 45°F. Black.  

#701 $149.00

KELTY COSMIC 41º 
DOWN BAG

A comfortable summer weight 
down bag that compresses 
down small for easy packing. 
Uses 550-f ill DriDown insula-
tion that maintains exceptional 
loft and uses feathers treated 
at a molecular level to be hy-
drophobic, meaning you stay 
warmer and drier even if the 
weather gets wet.
 Spacious mummy shape, 
with quilted construction and 
a rugged polyester taffeta shell 
and liner, dual-slider locking 
zipper, drawstring hood and 
natural f it footbox for added 
comfort. Includes stuff sack, 
packs down to 7"×12". Reg-
ular f its up to 6' and weighs 
1lb 12oz. Long f its up to 6'6" 
and weighs 1lb 14oz. Rated to 
41ºF. Blue.

Regular #790 $127.00
Long #791 $133.00

WIGGY 
MIDWEIGHT 40º 

BAG
The same design and fea-
tures as the Ultralight but 
longer, wider, and thicker 
for more room and warmth. 
This is the all-around bag 
to have if you like a square 
shaped design. Packs small-
er than 8"×13". Dimensions 
84"×36". Weighs 3 lbs.  
Loft 3.5". Rated to 40°F. 
Purple.

#702 $169.00

WIGGY’S LAMILITE® BAGS
Jerry Wigutow’s (Wiggy’s) sleeping bags are carefully designed and manufactured in his modern factory in the mountains of Western Colorado. 
These refugees from shopping mall sporting goods stores are filled with a unique silicone impregnated fiber called Lamilite®, giving them the edge 
over every other fiber-filled bag you’ve seen. You’ll like the comfort, warmth, compressibility, durability and features ideal for cycle camping. They’ll 
easily meet your more ordinary sleeping bag requirements too. The models we offer are very compact, quick to dry, and feature an oversized zipper 
and an unconditional lifetime warranty.

WIGGY'S DESERT 
MUMMY 

This is the bag Goldilocks would 
choose. Perfect for sleeping when 
temps don’t drop much below 45º, 
the wide and long 30"×87" size 
offers extra roominess for com-
fortably wearing clothing or base 
layers, adding warmth in cooler 
weather too. Slipping it inside an 
Aerostich Stealth Shelter (#734 or 
#4464) will add another 15º to the 
temp range.
 Quality USA made construction 
combines with synthetic Lamilite 
insulation and soft but durable and 
water resistant nylon to make this 
one really nice sleeping bag. Long 
right-hand double-slider zipper 
makes getting in/out or opening for 
ventilation a breeze. Machine wash-
able and lifetime guarantee further 
make this bag an easy choice. Packs 
small into an uncompressed 14"×17" 
stuffsack. Weighs 2 lbs. Loft 2.5”. 
Rated to 45º. Gray.   

#699 $125.00
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BIG AGNES 
LOST RANGER 15º 

DOWN BAG
Maximum compressibility, 
warmth rated to 15ºF, big com-
fort and water repellent down 
make this bag ideal for every 
overnight excursion. Full pad 
sleeve design allows fitting a 
full size 20" rectangular pad 
into the bag to keep it in place, 
and you sleeping tight, all night 
long. Built-in pillow sack and 
no-draft collar design add to 
all-night comfort in any con-
ditions. 
 Ripstop nylon micro-fiber 
outer shell fabric with water 
resistant treatment, the inner 
lining is soft, breathable nylon 
taffeta with a stain resistant fin-
ish. 650 DownTek fill. A great 
semi-rectangular shaped bag. 
Compresses to 8"×7.5" - Reg-
ular (8"×8.5" - Long).  Regular 
fits pad size 20"×72", long fits 
20"×78" pad.  Regular weighs 
2lbs 11oz, Long weighs 3lbs 1oz. 
Rated to 15ºF. Blue/Black.

Regular #768 $247.00
Long #769 $277.00

BIG AGNES 
PITCHPINE 45º 

DOWN BAG
Less weight, packs smaller 
and more comfort in one 
technically oriented bag 
system. A minimalist pad-
sleeve design holds any 20" 
wide pad and keeps you se-
curely attached from the hips 
up, while allowing freedom 
of movement of your legs. 
Unique design ensures you 
stay on top of the pad for all-
night comfort with no more 
rolling off in the middle of 
the night. 
 The super cozy 850 fill 
power DownTek insulation 
and soft as silk, high thread 
count rip-stop nylon fabric 
are both water repellent and 
breathable for a warm, dry 
and snug night sleep no mat-
ter what the weather is do-
ing. A built-in pillow pocket 
holds a f leece or small pillow 
for added comfort. Com-
presses down to a space-saving 5.5"×6" in the included nylon 
stuff sack. 
 Available in two lengths: Regular fits anyone up to 5'10", 
weighs just 1lb 4oz and measures 67.5" at shoulders, 64" at hips 
and 43" at feet. Long fits someone up to 6'6", weighs 1lb 7oz and 
measures 72.5" at shoulders, 69" at hips and 44" at feet. Bag is 
rated to 45 degrees. Quilted construction. Sunf lower.

Regular #777 $267.00
Long #779 $287.00

BIG AGNES SLEEP SYSTEM
These sleeping bags unite the bag and pad into a single integrated unit. Traditional sleeping bags bottom 
layers are compressed under body weight, losing insulation properties. The bottom of Big Agnes bags are 
uninsulated, but instead are equipped with a special sleeve to accommodate a Big Agnes sleeping pad to 
enhance insulation and comfort. This sleep system saves weight, reduces packed size and offers a warm, 
comfortable foundation while keeping you securely on your pad all night long.

BIG AGNES SUMMER AIR CORE PAD
Light, compact warm weather sleeping pad that packs up as 
small as a coffee can. I-beam construction and large outer 
chambers keep you cradled in the middle and suspended on 
3.25” of comfort. Durable polyester top and bottom and rug-
ged inf lation valve ensure years of use. Stuff sack and repair 
kit included. Fits inside Big Agnes sleeping bag sleeve, or use 
underneath your bag of choice. R-value 1.5 for temps to 35°F. 
20"×72" (Regular), 20"×78" (Long). Red/Grey.

Regular #786 $60.00
Long #787 $70.00

BIG AGNES INSULTED 3 SEASON
AIR CORE PAD

A three season pad that is light and compact enough to ac-
company you for every overnight ride. Vertical I-beam 
channels cradle you in all night comfort, PrimaLoft™ Syner-
gy insulation combines with a 3.25" air cushion for sublime 
warmth and comfort rated to 15ºF. Long pad life is achieved 
with durable top and bottom 70D nylon diamond rip-stop 
construction and internal polyurethane coating. An excel-
lent companion to any sleeping bag for exceptional comfort 
and a good nights rest. Stuff sack and repair kit included. 
R-vaule 4.1. Rated to 15ºF. 20"×72" (Regular), 20"×78" 
(Long). Blue/Grey.

Regular #788 $90.00
Long #789 $100.00
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HIGH TECH ULTRALIGHT COT
Bed-like comfort that packs small, so it’s convenient for tak-
ing along. Set up is quick and painless. When assembled, it 
stands supported by bowed trusses 4” off the ground, so you 
can sleep on your stomach, back, and even on your side in 
suspended comfort. Sleeps cool in hot weather by allow-
ing air to circulate below you, or combine with a ther-
marest pad for extreme comfort and added insulation on 
cold nights. Low prof ile design so you can even place it 
underneath your tent. 
 Inside a tent, it will not damage the f loor, and outside the 
tent, no ground cloth is needed. You can walk across the cot 
without harming it. If you sit on it, your butt will sit on the 
ground, but when you lay down, you f loat above the ground. 
No poles across the ends to hit your head or feet. Ultralight 
aluminum and polycarbonite construction. Supports up to 
325 lbs. Comes with carrying bag. Regular 74"×25"×4.5" 
(set up), 16"×5" (packed), 46 oz. Large 77"×26"×4.5" (set up), 
5"×17" (packed), 
48 oz. Grey. 

Regular #4105 $143.00
Large #4186 $219.00

LUXURYLITE® COT WARMER
Featuring ThermaCapture™ Radiant Heat Technology, the 
LuxuryLite® Cot Warmer increases the temperature perfor-
mance of your cot by 10-15 degrees, taking your cot from 
1- to 3-season warmth. The thermal ref lective lining captures 
your body’s heat and efficiently adds warmth with virtually no 
added weight or bulk — an easy warmth upgrade. The light-
weight, packable Cot Warmer easily attaches to the underside 
of your cot with six elasticized 
hooks. Stuff sack included. Gray. 
Packs to 5"×7".  Regular: 2.6oz, 
21"×72". Large: 3oz, 22.5"×78". 

Regular #4187 $37.00
Large #4188 $43.00

THERM-A-REST SLEEPING PADS
What’s the point of a sleeping pad if it won’t stay under you? 
These pads feature Staytek™, a specially-woven fabric that 
increases friction preventing you and your sleeping bag from 
sliding onto the ground. The underside of the pad is covered 
with a durable nylon that is resistant to moisture, dirt, and 
punctures. A noble product that’s worth its weight in gold 
when camping.

TRAIL PRO
The Trail Pro is the best combination of durability and full-
length comfort. 32 oz. (1'8"×6', 21"×5" rolled). Green.

#705 $67.00
PROLITE 

Using Therm-a-Rest’s new Litefoam™ for increased com-
pressibility, the ProLite is lighter and has less bulk for easier 
packing. Full-length is 24 oz. (1'8"×6', 11"×4" rolled). Short is 
17 oz. (1'8"×3'11", 11"×3.5" rolled). Pomegranate. 

Short #780 $79.00
Full-Length #776 $89.00 

WATERPROOF 
ALUMINUM 

CAPSULE
Sturdy aluminum capsule se-
curely stores your…um, stuff. 

Inside storage dimensions measure approximately 3"×.75", 
with a threaded center closure and a water-
proof O-ring seal. Two included keyrings 
allow fitment to keys, zipper pulls or bag 
straps, or easily store in a pocket, tank bag 
or under seat.  3.25"×1". Assorted colors. 

#4183 $11.00

DOOHICKEY BINER TOOL 
Small, durable, f its in your pocket and can be used in a myriad 
of useful ways. Combines a half-dozen tools that do every-
thing from tighten bolts and screws to open a bottle of re-
freshment and more, including a Box Cutter, Wrench (1/4", 
5/16" & 3/8"), Metric and Standard Ruler, and Flat Head 
Screw Driver, all in a simple key tool that f its in the palm of 
your hand. A sturdy carabiner clip allows attachment tokeys, 
or any loop or ring. Streamlined, clever design that makes 
it easy to carry, attach, remove, and reattach. It’s always as 
at-hand, as it is handy. 2.6"×0.7"×0.1". 12g. 

#4844 $5.00
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WIRE TITANIUM TENT 
STAKES

Ultralight goodness. Tougher than the pro-
verbial nail. Although costing more than 
other tent stakes, you’ll f ind that you won’t 
be replacing these. Ever. Abuse-resistant and 
very light. Can be lashed to the end of a long 
stick to drive interlopers away from the beer 
cooler. 6.5". Package of six.

#1720 $23.00

ANGLE TITANIUM TENT 
STAKES

Forced to pitch a camp on terrain that’s harder 
than Hunter S. Thompson’s liver? No problem. 
These titanium stakes are tough, super light 
and can be used in a variety of surfaces from 
snow to the most unyielding soil—they won’t 
look like mangled, rusty fossils even after years 
of hard use. 6.25". Package of six.

#4071 $23.00

STAKE BAG
This small, heavy-duty, reinforced nylon bag will 
hold tent stakes, cooking utensils, or other smallish 
camp gear in rugged security. Hook and loop clo-
sure with reinforced bottom. 11"×3.5".

#4103 $6.00

TENT POLE BAG
Tents generally come with onion skin thin nylon 
pole bags that won’t stand up to the abuse of mo-
torcycle touring. This heavy-duty reinforced nylon 
pole bag will go the distance. It has daisy-chain 
webbing for easy attachment virtually anywhere, 
which comes in handy, especially if you separate 
your tent into pieces for more compact storage on 
long rides. Hook and loop enclosure. 23"×4".

#4104 $8.00

SCOTCHGARD
SPRAY-ON REPELLENT 

Increases the waterproof qualities of outdoor fabrics 
and helps protect from stains and grease. One coat 
coverage, dries quickly. Creates a durable water bar-
rier while maintaining breathability to keep clothing 
and gear drier longer. Recommended annual use or 
after washing for maximum performance. 10.5 oz.

#327 $8.00

CAMP DRY SILICONE WATER 
REPELLENT 

One of the strongest water repellents available. Con-
tains a heavy duty silicone water repellent and other in-
gredients that prevent water from being absorbed into 
the surface fibers of nylon. Great on all Cordura nylon 
soft luggage, bike covers, courier bags, etc…Slight initial 
odor. Not recommended for use on garments. 12 oz.

#330 $12.00

TITANIUM RING
It’s hard to beat the allure and practi-
cality of titanium construction. Around 
two inches long with a screw-type con-
nector.

#4024 $7.00

MINI LOCKING 
CARABINER

Turn the thumbscrew on this alumi-
num carabiner to securely hold your 
stuff together or stay attached where 
you clip it. Includes removable 1.25" 
diameter keyring. 2.5"×1.25"×.25". As-
sorted colors.

#2116 $3.00

COMBINATION LOCKING 
CARABINER

Peace of mind that f its in the palm of 
your hand. Use this sturdy locking alu-
minum ‘biner to secure your stuff. Great 
for locking a helmet or bag to your mo-
torcycle, or use in conjunction with a 
cable or chain to lock down garments, 
gear or bikes. Program-
mable 3-digit combi-
nation. 3.75"×2"×.5". 
Assorted colors.

#2117 $9.00

PILLOWSACK
All the comfort of a real pillow, without the weight. Ultralight sil-nylon stuffsack features a luxuri-
ously soft, pillow-shapped outer lining on one side. Stuff with a soft f leece or f luffy down jacket and 
prepare for a good night sleep. 2 ounces. 14.5"×7"×3.5". Assorted colors.

#4164 $20.00

POCKET PILLOWS
A simple concept that provides com-
fort without adding bulk. These 
soft, f lannel-like bags accommodate 
your spare clothing to create a comfortable pillow to nod off 
on. Of course if your campmates start doing rev-outs at 3AM 
this won’t help much. Maybe you can smack someone with it. 
The Traveler has an anti-microbial treatment.

Trekker (Grey, 14"×17") #2099 $17.00

COMPRESSIBLE PILLOW
Comfy and durable brushed polyester 
outer and soft urethane foam filling packs 
small and expands big, measuring a gen-
erous 14"×18"×4". Home-like comfort to 

rest your head, wherever the road takes you. 9oz. Navy.  
#2199 $23.00
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THE KERMIT CHAIR
Chances are you’ve noticed the twisted, broken remains of many 
a plastic and aluminum discount-store folding chair abandoned 
or stuffed into garbage cans after rallies and events. Ah, wasteful, 
race-to-the bottom consumerism…You will never see The Ker-
mit Chair suffer such an ignominious end, however, because this 
is the real deal, a hand-crafted piece of artistic sitz-tech that 
will keep your butt off the ground with unmatched elegance, 
ruggedness, and utility. 
 Constructed of beautiful oak and aluminum structural el-
ements, with Cordura fabric, the Kermit weighs only 5 lbs. 
and packs into a 4"×6"×23" Cordura bag. 
When you are ready for your last fold-
ing chair, the Kermit Chair awaits. Blue, 
green, burgundy, or black. 

#740 $159.00
 Leg Extensions #741 $45.00

PORTABLE CHAIRS ARE IMPORTANT 
Not as obvious as it might seem. These small chairs are the real key to great camping experiences. Having one along gives you much more than a 
good spot to park your butt no matter where you are at the end of the day. They really give you a chance to invite yourself to sit around another 
camper’s fire and share a few stories, gain wisdom and make some new friends. So bring your own chair (and maybe a flask?) and sit down and 
make some wonderful memories.
 Some specifics: The Kermit chair is by far the most comfortable, beautiful type here. Over the past two decades it’s become a genuine made-
in-USA American motorcycle camper classic. If you ride a touring bike and have the space, it’s still the bomb, but at five pounds it’s a bit heavy and 
bulky for adventurous dual-sport and sport bike rides. Of the others, I like the Mantis best. It’s nearly as comfortable as the Kermit but packs much 
smaller and only weighs a pound and a half. It also sets up and takes down slightly faster and easier. And for extreme ultra-light and super-compact 
packing, any of the others make great choices, too. Just bring one. —Mr. Subjective

Photo: “My Kermit's chair was the envy 
of my company...Overall a tough as nails 
chair made to last a lifetime and I would 
recommend it to anyone who needs a good 
place to plant themselves after a long day of 
doing what they do, be it camping, hiking, 
traveling, or patrolling the far reaches of Iraq 
or Afghanistan.” —Corporal Joseph Miller, 
USMC 2005-2009
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MAYFLY 
HAMMOCK 

CHAIR 
Lightweight, portable 
and perfect for sitting and 
seeking wisdom near the 
campfire after a long day of 
riding. The strong, stable 
aluminum frame keeps you 
low to the ground for added 
stability, while a detachable 
front leg gives the option of 

rocking or resting and relaxing. Durable ripstop nylon ma-
terial is comfortable for hours of after ride lounging. Packs 
up small into included stuff sack for easy portability. Red. 
20"×20.5"×15" (set-up), 11.5"×4.3" (collapsed) 1.4 lbs., 250 
lb. capacity. 

#747 $97.00

MANTIS 
HAMMOCK 

CHAIR
Mega-strong aluminum 
frame with a stable four-
leg base design offering a 
breathable, comfy ripstop 
sling-style seat, perfect for 
lounging around the ral-
ly or camp. Lightweight 
and portable, it packs into 

a compact nylon stuff-sack and fits easily into a saddlebag, 
duffel or seat bag. Black. 29"×21.5"×22" (set-up), 13"×5.5" 
(collapsed). 1.6 lbs., 250 lbs. capacity. 

#767 $73.00

MONARCH 
TWO-LEG 

CHAIR
This ultralight camp 
chair is so comfortable 
it will never be empty 
long enough to swing 
in the breeze. Unique 
two-leg design and 
double ripstop nylon 
sling-style seat cradle 

you about seven inches off the hard ground below. Simple 
and quick to set-up with super-light, tent-style collaps-
ible aluminum poles. Breaks down easy too, and stores in 
matching nylon stuff sack. This chair rocks…literally, the 
dual legs are adorned with non-skid 
rubber feet that let you kick back 
and relax in lounger style comfort. 
23"×21"×17" (set-up), 12"×4" (col-
lapsed). 1.35 lbs, 250 lb capacity.

#744 $73.00

CHAIR ONE
This two pound folding camp 
chair is friend to anyone on the 
go and packing down smaller 
than the Sunday Times means 
you can bring it along on ev-
ery ride. Utilizing anodized 
DAC aluminum poles, it is 
strong enough to support folks 
up to 320lbs, keeping your 
butt elevated 13.5" from the 
ground. Comfortable, stylish 

and sure to be the seat of envy around the campsite, whether 
sharing stories from the road or just kicking back and watch-
ing the stars. Includes zipped stuff sack. 26"×21"×20" assem-
bled, 14"×4"×5" packed. 

#729 $63.00

HIGH BACK CAMP CHAIR
Lean back, relax and enjoy your campsite. The taller design and supportive 
backrest combine for sublime comfort in an ultra light folding camp chair. 
Features a single shock corded pole structure making it easy to set up or 
pack down. Lightweight, strong and appreciated campsite comfort. Holds 
up to 319 lbs. Stores in a 18.5"×4.7"×5.5" zippered case. 22.8"×27.6"×38.6" 
assembled. Weighs 3lbs. Ball up 
your f leece sweater for a pil-
low, prop up your feet on a log 
and….zzzzz.

#4398 $143.00

“I searched for years for a chair that packed small enough for hiking but 
was reasonably comfortable and not too expensive. This chair has balanced 
those sometimes-conflicting criteria better than anything else I've found. 
"Balance" is the key word; the chair has only two legs and your own legs 
provide the stability. One of the pluses of that arrangement is that the 
chair is a rocker; a minus is that it won't stand on its own, and getting in 
and out of it is a bit of a skill (but easily acquired). It sits pretty low, but 
definitely better than the on-the-ground folded Thermarest type of seating. 
One benefit of the relatively low seating is that I can use it inside my littlest 
tent when the mosquitoes are bad.” —Review by The Voice of Reason
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BEAR / DEFENSE 
SPRAY

One pound of serious leave-me-the-
heck-alone deterrence. Oh yes. 15% 
Oleoresin Capsicum (Red Pepper) 
spray that will shoot up to 20 feet 
and will ruin somebody’s day big 
time, be they bipeds or quadrupeds. 
Just the thing for protecting your-
self against violent attack. #3562 (9" 
tall × 2" diameter) #3563 (4" Tall × 
1.25" diameter)

 9 oz. #3562 $49.00
 2 oz. #3563 $19.00

PEPPER SPRAY BATONS
Three size choices for spraying the bad guy in 
the face. These police-strength units feature a 
rugged, knurled barrel machined from aero-
space aluminum. A twist-safety locks the sol-
id-brass thumb-firing mechanism, which acti-
vates an Oleoresin Capsicum insert containing 
a 10% formulation generating 2 million Scoville 
heat units, which means in-the-face agony. The 
baton configuration of these devices ensures ac-
curate projection of a cone-shaped spray right 
on target.

 3 gram Palm Defender (4") #4623 $35.00
  5 gram Key Defender (5.5") #4625 $40.00

Pepper Spray Baton Replacement Cartridges
 3 gram Palm Cartridge #4624 $12.00

 5 gram Key Cartridge #4626 $12.00

STRETCH CLOTHESLINE & UTILITY CORD
A travel clothesline 
and more! Makes it 
possible to dry cloth-
ing anywhere with-
out clothespins. The 
braided, highly elastic, 
natural rubber cord 
stretches to 7 feet. To 
attach clothing sim-
ply part the braided 
strands and insert a 
fabric edge. Handy 
loop ends and clips al-

low attachment to all sorts of anchor points including motel 
furniture, trees and pack straps.

#2079 $13.00

BEAR BAG
In many areas of the coun-
try, a fact of camping out is 
Animals Eating Your Food 
When You Aren’t Look-
ing. This can vary from 
a nuisance to downright 
dangerous. This small, 
self-contained bag/rope/
weight sack enables you to 
hang food high up in a tree 
branch, out of reach of crit-

ters. An even more wonderful use is as a self-storing laundry 
drying line when spider-webbed across and around the fixtures 
in your overnight motel room. Lets you dry out all of your wet 
stuff. Packs down to 5"×3.5". Has 60 ft. of 600# paracord and a 
1000D Cordura stuffsack.

#1701 $27.00

MILITARY CAN OPENER
Small size with big performance, these are the same light-
weight, minimalist tools issued by the U.S. military for 
decades. Time-tested for toughness, dependability and for 
making quick work offing the lid on a can of tuna or beans. 
Made from nickel plated, hardened carbon steel, the blade 
folds f lat for storage and will stay sharp for years. Sold in 
pairs. Attach to keychain, lanyard or tuck one in to any 
pocket or bag. 2"×.8".

#2068 $4.00

This opener was invented during WW2 and is considered by some military historians to be one 
of the Allied key technological advances, and a significant contributor to winning the war. Some 
scholars have argued that is was just as important as the A-bomb, the Norton Bomb sight and a 
bunch of other crucial (and more complex) allied technologies. The ‘official’ name for this can 
opener is ‘p-38’ because it took 38 turns to cut open the lid of a standard can. Keep one in your 
cook kit and you’ll always be able to open something good. —Mr. Subjective
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TABLE ONE
Never want for a f lat place to store your stuff again with 
this 24"×16"×16" lightweight portable camp table. Integrat-
ed drink holders also prevent accidental spillage of precious, 
cold, refreshing beverages. Weighs only 1 lb 5 oz and packs 
down into the included nylon storage sack to an easily stow-
able 16"×4"×4". 

#739 $123.00

MICRO & MACRO TABLES
Now pay attention 007. These roll-up, fold-out aluminum 
tables will keep your martini and potted shrimp off the dirt 
and pine needles that comprise the ground cover at so many 
unimproved campsites, rally and race sites, and “off the beaten 
path” places without campground amenities like picnic tables. 
Admittedly a bit decadent at f irst glance, but quite practical 
and handy in use. The smaller Micro table is 11"×15" and 
will get your stove and other kitchen stuff off the afore-
mentioned terra f irma. It packs to 3"×3.5"×15", and weighs 
just a tad over a pound. The two person Macro is 24"×18" 
with longer 15" fold-out legs to keep your stuff even higher 
off the ground. It packs to 3"×5"×24", and weighs 4.7 lbs.

Micro (11"×15") #4002 $37.00
Macro  (24"×18") #4069 $57.00

ROLL-A-CHAIR
One of the strongest, 
lightest and most portable 
folding chairs available—
not a cheap throw-away. 
The legs are made of a spe-
cial alloy, reinforced at the 
center hinge to provide 
strength with less weight. 
The seat is made with two 
layers of fabric supported 
diagonally across the mid-
dle and attached to straps 
on the back. When you sit 
down, weight is distribut-
ed to produce comfortable 
support with no sagging. 
Folds to a 4" diameter bun-
dle with a built-in shoul-
der carry strap. 26.5"×4" 
(collapsed), 2.5 lbs, 250 
lb capacity. 

#4068 $53.00

ATLAS 
COMFORT 
STOOLS

This is the smallest, 
strongest, most light-
weight, versatile, take-
it-anywhere sitting tool 
available. Once the legs 
are extended, they’ll 
stay put until you’re 
ready to move on. Seat 
is made of ripstop nylon 
mesh and easily supports 
up to 500 lbs. Comes 
with a durable carrying 
pouch. Made in Swe-
den. Three extendable 
heights to choose from 
18", 22" or 26" (fyi your kitchen chairs typically have a sitting 
height of 18").

#751 / 18"×14" extended (14"×3.5" collapsed) 29 oz. $84.00
#751 / 22"×16" extended ( 16"×3.5" collapsed) 32 oz. $94.00
#751 / 26"×16" extended (18"×3.5" collapsed) 34 oz. $104.00

MICRO

MACRO
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JETBOIL FLASH COOKING SYSTEM
Ultra-eff icient all-in-one design combining cooking ves-
sel and burner in one compact system. Transfers about 
twice the heat output of conventional camping stove-and-
pot combinations—so your minestrone, chowder, coffee 
or ramen will boil faster on less fuel. 
   The 1 L mug-shaped cooking cup is wrapped in an in-
sulating cozy and features a unique color-changing heat 
indicator to signal when the contents are hot. Add the 
optional Pot Support/Stand and Coffee Press which stow 
securely inside the unit for added versatility. A built-in 
piezo electric igniter and heat exchanger brings water to a 
boil in minutes. Space-saving design allows everything to 
nest inside the cup for convenient storage.

Flash #4128 $99.00
Pot Support/Stand #4065 $15.00

Coffee Press #4066 $15.00
 JetBoil Fuel #4047 $6.00

MULTI-FUEL GASOLINE STOVE
This rugged single burner will bubble a quart of water in 
about 4 minutes while efficiently burning your choice of 
white gas, kerosene, diesel or jet fuel. A compact and durable 
steel case protects the tank, pressurizing pump and burner 
when packed, and opens to reveal a 
sturdy pot support  and a precision 
f lame control knob. Ideal for both 
extended tours and quick roadside 
hot lunches. Weighs 55 oz. and 
burns up to 1.5 hours on a scant 12 
oz. of fuel. 7"×7"×4".

#4145 $197.00

CAMP GRILL 
WINDSCREEN

Works wonders when try-
ing to brew a cup of java 
during your mid afternoon 
rest with a ten mile an hour 
breeze ripping across the 
plains. This foldable 5-pan-
el screen is made of light-
weight anodized aluminum 
and packs small so it will 
be there when you need 
it. 10"×3.75"×1" (folded), 
10"×19" (open). 9 oz.

#4039 $14.00

SPARKY HANDHELD 
PIEZO

Compact handheld Piezo igniter 
makes lighting canister or liquid fuel 
stoves a safe and simple affair. De-
signed to allow you to start a f lame 
from the side of the stove. Push-but-
ton syringe-style design is reliable 
and easy to use. Includes lanyard. 
2.75"×1", .5oz. 

#5053 $12.00SWEDISH FIRE 
KNIFE

More than just an ex-
tremely sharp and stur-
dy all-around knife, the 
handle also contains 
a fire starter integrat-
ed into the end cap of 
the handle. Hardened 
stainless steel half-tang 
fixed 3.9" blade with a comfort grip rubberized handle. Dura-
ble polypropylene sheath protects 
the blade while stored and includes 
a clip for wearing. Can clean a fish, 
remove a splinter, split kindling...
and light a campfire with one handy 
tool. 8.7" overall length. 3.3 oz. 
Black or Green.

#4484 $27.00
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WHISPERLITE DUAL-GAS STOVE
A hybrid-fuel stove that delivers the convenience of canister 
fuel and switches easily over to liquid fuels for longer trips, 
cold-weather and international use. Burns canister fuel, white 
gas, kerosene or unleaded gasoline and delivers outstanding 
performance with all fuel types. The lightest stove in it’s class, 
offering excellent stability and simple maintenance. Includes 
stove, fuel pump, windscreen, heat ref lector, canister stand, 
small-parts kit, instructions and stuff sack. Fuel canister and 
Fuel bottle not included.

Stove #4197 $93.00
20oz Fuel Bottle #4198 $19.00

 JetBoil Fuel #4047 $6.00

SVEA 123 GASOLINE STOVE
Timeless design. This stove was introduced in 1955, still sets 
the standard for compact outdoor cooking equipment. Made 
of solid brass, there is no design obsoles-
cence with this neat little stove, it just 
works. Only 19 oz, it features an alumi-
num lid that doubles as a small cooking 
pot. This single burner will boil a quart 
of water in about 7 minutes, with a full 
fuel tank providing up to 50 minutes of 
f lame. 19 oz. 3.9"×5.1".

 #4146 $117.00

POCKET TORCH
A lighter’s equivalent to converting a Cessna into an F-35…drop an ordinary disposable lighter into 
the cartridge, click the electron ignition and hear the low roar of this Pocket 
Torch as the super-fine centralized blue f lame burns at up to 2300° F. This 
lightweight, simple to use, wind/water resistant burner is useful around camp 
for starting fires, lighting stoves, melting frayed ends of webbing straps, cutting 
rope or even emergency brazing and soldering. Each disposable lighter fuel cell 
(not included), can be acquired at nearly any road-side stop and provides up 
to 20 minutes of burn time. Very cool…um, er, hot. 4.3"×2.4"×.9". 1.8 oz.  

#4756 $19.00

ALMOST FIFTY BUCKS...
is a lot for a little flame gadget when disposable Bic lighters are only nine-
ty nine cents. This high-quality Japanese-made 
tool seems worth it. It’s flame is so much hotter, 
stronger and more precisely directed.  Which is that 
much more useful for soldering, lighting stoves, 
sterilizing a cutting tool or whatever.
 The beat up one shown in the photo here 
was bought from Aerostich in 1996, and has 
has been carried in several dif ferent cook kits 
and tank bags since, used on motorcycle trips 
from Minnesota to Mongolia, 100,000 miles of 
mis-treatment, and countless refillings without a 
single problem. It’s lit camp cooking stoves and 
campfires hundreds of times and has perfectly shrank heat-shrink at 
least fifty times. After twenty years of abuse it seems like it will last 
forever. You get what you pay for. Again. (This one was made before 
the manufacturer switched to clear tanks so you cannot see how much 
fuel you have left. This one doesn’t have it’s torch-head cover or base, 
either.)  —Mr. Subjective, May 2015

BLAZER MICRO-TORCH
A cigarette lighter sized torch that 
is packable in your tool or emergen-
cy kit. An adjustable f lame, piezo 
electronic one button ignition, and 

windproof burner 
make it handy to 
use. The ten minute 
continuous burn 
time between re-
fills is longer than 
it sounds. Excellent 
for working with 

heat shrink-
able tubing in 
your garage. 
You can even 
solder with 
it. Very high quality. Made in Japan. 
Gadgets, gadgets, gadgets.

#2509 $47.00
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KELLY KETTLE KIT
The internal chimney design makes hot water faster. Light-
weight aluminum and stainless steel, compact enough to bring 
along. No need to carry fuel: it burns any naturally occurring 
combustable (sticks, pine cones, dry dung, etc.), operating 
even in the most extreme weather conditions. The 41 oz Ket-
tle, cook set and Pot Support all f it neatly together into their 
own drawstring carrying bag fitting neatly into a saddlebag, 
seatbag or backpack. Brings 1.2 Liters (5 cups) of water to a 
rolling boil within a few minutes.
 Reheat or cook food at the same time using the cook set 
on the Pot-Support over the chimney of the kettle. Great for 
items like soup, boil-in-bag, or re-hydrated food, as well as 
boiling water for purification, making hot drinks or washing 
up. Includes Stainless Steel Base and 32 oz. Pot, 41 oz. Kettle, 
Pot Support, Grill and Gripper Handle. Fits neatly together 
inside a sturdy drawstring carrying bag. 12.5”×5”. 2.5lbs.

#4452 $127.00 

UNIVERSAL CAMPING SAMOVAR 
A samovar is a device traditionally used to more quickly and 
conveniently heat and boil water for tea using an internal 
chimney design. This lightweight and durable aluminum 
version is perfect on the 
road for boiling water fast 
(within 3-5 minutes) once 
the fire is burning steady 
within the fire base. Uses 
any readily available nat-
ural fuel like wood, dry 
grass, etc. Whistles when 
the water inside starts to 
boil. Silicone covered 
handles stays cool to the 
touch even when con-
tents inside are steaming 
hot and folds in for more 
compact storage. Set includes Samovar, wire pot support, f ire 
base and carrier bag. Choose .5L version (10.5”×5.5”, 1.2 lbs) 
or 1.2L version (13.4”×7”, 2.2 lbs)

#4417 .5L $37.00
#4417 1.2L $57.00

PARA-HATCHET
FIRE-STARTER

Featuring a 5mm stainless steel 
blade with a black-oxide finish, 
this almost-a-hatchet hacks fire-
wood and cuts branches. Quick 
action rope cutter on the back of 
the blade. Paracord handle wrap 
provides secure grip and unwraps 
to over 8' of cordage. Conve-
nient wrist lanyard provides an 
additional 1.6' of cord. Includes 
f lint f ire starter and nylon sheath. 
9.7"×3.4"×.75". Weighs 10 oz. 

#1199 $19.00

COOKING WITH
STICKS AND TWIGS

Nearly everywhere you’ll ever camp you’ll find all kinds of combustible 
hot-burning biomass. Sticks and twigs the size of your thumb and small-
er. This stuff is way faster and easier to light and to cook with that 
you’d think, burns nearly smokelessly, and will reliably provide more than 
enough heat for all kinds of trail cookery.
 But why go Neanderthal now, with all those ingenious little gas stoves 
available? Because A) it’s less stuff to carry so you’ll travel lighter, and 
B) it’s nearly as fast to gather the fuel and then heat a liter of water as it is 
to do the same job with a hissing stove. And C), it’s a lot cleaner than you’d 
think. Soot is confined within the ‘chimney’ of samovar-kettles so you never 
touch it, and flat-folding stoves come with fabric storage sleeves.
 What if it’s been raining all day and everything is wet? Uhh…Dead 
limbs still attached to trees usually remain dry enough to ignite quickly 
with only a little help from an accelerant like a small piece of dry paper or 
a few drips of gasoline, or one or two Esbit fuel tabs (#4113). After they 
are going the heat provided will dry wetter stuff added later. But when 
it’s really raining super-hard find a motel and eat at a diner - - (even if you 
are carrying a gas stove).
 About the only places you cannot quickly and easily find sticks and 
twigs are a few high desert locations.

—Mr. Subjective 
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POCKET STOVE
The epitome of German 
efficiency, this lightweight, 
ultra-compact Pocket Stove 
has been a capable cooking 
appliance used worldwide 
for the past 75 years. Rug-
ged structured steel sides 
f lip open into two lockable 
positions for stable support and concentrated heat delivery to 
your cooking pot or fry pan. Esbit® solid fuel tablets store in-
side the diminutive 3"×4"×.75" self-contained case, burning for 
13 minutes each and delivering enough heat 
to boil a pint of water in less than 8 minutes. 
When the cooking is done, extinguish the tab 
and re-light it with the next use. Ideal for boil-
ing liquids or cooking up a quick, light road-
side meal. Adding a piece of heavy duty foil for 
use as a windscreen or ground ref lector makes 
this the ultimate minimalist travel stove. 3.75 oz. Includes six  
5 oz. solid fuel tablets.

Pocket Stove #4131 $13.00
(12) Replacement Esbit® Fuel Tabs #4133 $6.00

ORIGINAL EMBERLIT
FOLD-FLAT STOVE 

Packs f lat, weighs less than 
12 oz and is fueled by any dry 
sticks or debris you find near-
by. Constructed of rugged 304 
stainless steel, it is durable and 
comes with a lifetime warranty. 
Includes cross-bar adapters for 
securely holding the weight of 
any pot or pan without wobble. 
Natural fuel burning capabil-
ities mean no messy or bulky 
fuel bottles to carry with. Sets 
up easily and is perfect for 
cooking anywhere, anytime. 
Made in the USA. 11.45 oz. 
4.5"×5.5"×3.5".   

#4394 $47.00

TITANIUM 
HEXAGON
FOLD-FLAT 

WOOD STOVE
Ultra-light weight Ti-
tanium wood burning 
cook stove, folds to a 
slim, compact size for 
easy storage. Individ-
ual panels are hinged 
and snap easily into 
place for quick set-up 
and take down. Durable construction 
for long-life use. Conical shape fo-
cuses heat upward for quick efficient 
cooking, using any available wood, 
bark, sticks or dry grass. Hinged access 
door opens for air control and easy 
re-fueling. Includes nylon carrying 
case. 5"×4". 4.1 oz.

#4486 $57.00

 LIGHTWEIGHT GRILL 
Sometimes the sizzle and pop of a steak over an open f ire 
out-serenades a hissing stove. Made of chrome-plated steel, 
this foldable 12"×6.5" grill is great for when you have some-
thing meaty, like steaks, chops, or f ish, and want to sear ‘em 
over a f ire. This grill is perfect for spanning said f ire and 
supports medium sized pots and skillets. Folds f lat for out 
of the way packing. Comes with a rugged Cordura storage 
bag which keeps everything else clean when packed away 
for travel. 10 oz.

#4070 $18.00

FIRESTEEL 
SCOUT

Channel your in-
ner caveman. Use 
small spark, make 
big f ire, ugh. 
Scrape a knife or 
the included strik-
er down the length 
of the FireSteel 
rod to release a massive a shower of 5400°F sparks. No wor-
ries about damp matches or a lighter running out of f luid. If 
you can’t start a f ire with this tool…well, then you probably 
shouldn’t be playing with f ire anyway. Timeless back-to-ba-
sics f ire starting tool works even when the conditions are wet 
and cold to ignite a stove, paper, dry grass or any dry tinder. 
Twenty years from now it will still work perfectly, too.

#4116 $11.00

 “The sparks from 
a well-struck flint 
and steel can be seen 
for much more than a 
mile.”  —The Art of 
Rough Travel, 1872, 
by English explorer 
Sir Francis Galton, republished edited by Kitty Harmon, 2006  
 And these luddite fire starting kits are also apparently OK to carry 
thru TSA checkpoints.  It’s no small satisfaction to know that one can 
always make a big fire in a few moments, regardless of where one 
is with one of these. TSA signage says ‘no matches, no Bic lighters, 
no BS of any kind’ with a cute row of about ten ‘prohibited:’ icons. 
But flint & steel sets aren’t shown. And now you know what’s in my 
carry-on…Mr. Subjective 2013
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STAINLESS SOLO COOK KIT
The minimalist’s ideal cookset. Includes two pots, .75 qt (24 
oz.) and .63 qt (20 oz.), a 5.5" fry pan and an 8 oz. plastic 
cup, all with built-in fold away stay cool handles. Copper 
bottoms ensure quick, even heat distribution over campfires 
and stoves. Designed for the lone traveler, but works for two 
in a pinch. Light and very durable pieces have easy-to-clean 
shapes that nest together for compact packing into handy ny-
lon pouch (included). 1.1 lbs., 3"×6".

#4114 $27.00

STAINLESS TWO COOK KIT
Perfect for a party of two or family, this durable, lightweight 
nesting stainless steel cookset will make multi-person meal 
prep easy. Copper bottoms ensure quick, even heating. Cooks 
and holds enough to handle everyone’s appetite. Includes 1.25 
qt (40 oz.) and .75 (24 oz.) qt pots, and a 6.5" fry pan, all with 
fold-away stay-cool handles. Also comes with two durable 8 
oz. plastic cups. Stores compactly in a reusable nylon storage 
sack. 1.25 lbs., 3.5"×6.5".

#4008 $37.00

COOKWARE METALLURGY
Aluminum? Titanium? Stainless Steel? Titanium is the lightest and most costly, 
but it doesn’t cook best because it transfers heat unevenly. If you want to cook 
anything fancier than boiling water for tea or making ramen noodles, it’s not 
ideal. Stainless Steel is the heaviest, most durable and least expensive. It works 
great for most kinds of cooking. Hard anodized non-stick aluminum is the best 
for providing the kind of even heat dispersion that helps you do a good job in a 
variety of cooking situations. Its non-stick surface makes it the quickest type to 

clean, too. Aluminum pots are lighter than stainless, heavier than titanium and 
slightly less durable than either. So when do we eat?

 Titanium Stainless Steel Aluminum 
Convenience + + + + + + 
Durability + + + + + + +  
Heat Dispersion + + + + + + 
Weight + + + + + +  
Value + + + + + +  

 
LEXAN 

SURFACE
Versatile: A smooth desk 
for your in-tent postcard 
and journal writing. A 

workbench for field repairs. An insulator for hot laptop com-
puter bottoms. A cutting board for meat, bread, and veggie 
prep. A filet surface for fresh panfish. A card or game table. 
A windbreak for a cook stove. A fan for getting a pile of wet 
wood blazing hot. A paddle for whenever you’re up the creek 
without one. An 8.5"×11"×.25" radiused Lexan board, which 
is about the optimum size for this kind of thing.

#4004 $17.00

FLEXIBLE 
CUTTING MAT

You just never know what 
has been on the top of a 
campsite picnic table... 
Cleanly chop, slice or dice 
anywhere with this porta-
ble, f lexible cutting mat. 

Durable non-stick, BPA free surface 
cleans up quickly and easily. 8.5"×11" 
cutting surface, stores easily in pack, 
panniers or bag. White.

#4170 $7.00

FOLDING UTENSILS 
Carrying kitchen tools is a lot easier if they fold and go right 
inside your cook kit. Spatula 9.75"×2.5" open, 5.5"×2.5" 
closed, Strainer 10.75"×2.75" open, 6.5"×2.75" closed.

Spatula #4025 $6.00
Strainer #4026 $7.00
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ALUMINUM NON-STICK TWO 
COOKSET

Hard anodized cast aluminum with triple coat Quantani-
um® non-stick interior surface for easy cleaning and healthy 
cooking. These kits are twice as hard as stainless steel and 
heat quickly and evenly, spreading heat from edge to edge 
making cooking easier and faster. Folding insulated wire 
handles stay cool to the touch, even when the contents are 
smoking hot. The cookset contains a 1 qt and 1.5 qt pot with 
lids and a 7" fry pan. All pieces nest together and store into 
a mesh carrying bag.

#4117 $47.00

8" ALUMINUM FOLDING HANDLE
NON-STICK FRY PAN

A fry pan makes a great addition on any trip, especially if you love 
burgers or sizzling panfish. This  lightweight aluminum pan is non-
stick coated and transfers heat well. The spiral-turned base grips stoves 
and grills securely and the cool grip wire handle swings inside the pan 
for compact storage. Just the right size for the job and packs easily with 
your kitchen kit. 12.8 oz, 8.6".

#4126 $21.00

STAINLESS FOOD CONTAINER SET
A nifty lunchbox that hails from India and is a reusable, BPA-
free and  lightweight option for carrying food on the go. Great 
for both hot or cold foods, its compact size is perfect for toting 
lunch for the daily commute and, transporting cooking staples 
on an extended trip. This 3-Tier version features a self-latch-
ing 2"×4.75" top container that holds 
2 cups and can be used solo for snacks 
or smaller meals. The bottom contain-
ers are slightly larger (2.5"×4.75") and 
each hold 2.5 cups, allowing the units 
to be stacked together for a multi-
course feast. These Stainless Steel con-
tainers are non-leaching, easy to clean 
and dishwasher safe. Measurements, 
including latches are: 6.75"×5.5".

#4150 $27.00

THE GREAT AMERICAN CAMPING COOKBOOK
Like Julia Child’s famous French cook books, and the kitchen classic “The Joy of Cooking”, you’ll want to 
read this page-by-page as if it were a novel. It’s that good. Along the way enjoy and absorb things about camp 
foods and camp cooking you’ll absolutely remember and use. Most riders seldom cook anything on the road. 
Here you get the knowledge to save money and produce quick, practical food – which tastes amazing. Each 
well-organized section contains entertaining stories, epicurean facts, historical narrative and interesting tidbits 
surrounding tasty recipes and clear cooking instructions. One hundred recipes, more than enough for trips of 
any length. By Scott Cookman. Softbound, 5.5"×9", 268 pp., b/w illus.

#5993 $13.00

COMPARING CAMPING STOVES FOR RIDERS 
 Over the years I’ve used several different stoves. First was a Svea 123 (#4146). Used probably ten years, and still have, all ready to go, inside an old Sigg 
Tourister cook kit. But to prime a Svea one must pre-heat the burner by spilling a little fuel into it’s burner cup and lighting it.  When it’s just warm enough you 
crack open the jet for a self-sustaining (and loudish) flame.
 It was replaced by a Coleman Peak 1 which was configured similarly but had a priming pump so it was easier to pressurize and light. Unfortunately, this model 
was discontinued a few years ago. The closest comparable stove available now is the Optimus Multi-Fuel (#4145).
 For the last ten years I've been trying to like stoves with the removable tanks but can't quite get there. I’ve used several models and brands. They are excellent 
for some applications, but the extra step of connecting the tank to the burner has sometimes been a problem because I fumble and get gasoline on my hands, 
which is the last thing you want when you are hungry and about to be handling food.
 Gas canister stoves are convenient, lightweight and clean, with replacement canisters widely available. We sell two good ones, but I still like being able to 
siphon fuel from my bike right into a stove when needed. A quick-disconnect to the fuel line makes refilling stoves easier. We also sell these. (#4197 and #4128.)

—Mr. Subjective 
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VOYAGEUR MINI FISHING KIT
This kit comes complete with a lightweight, cork-handled 
graphite rod, reel, f ishing line and a tackle box (you pro-
vide the tackle). The ball-bearing-driven, open-faced reel is 
a nice, smooth-running, stainless steel, brass and aluminum 
instrument with drag and clutch options and can be easily 
switched for right or left handed anglers. Pole assembles se-
curely in seconds to 6' and disassembles to 15.75". 
 There’s plenty more space inside the soft-sided, foam 
packed bag for worms, lure spray, more tackle, sunscreen, 
etc. Easily fits in a rear or rack bag, pannier or backpack or 
can be strapped on anywhere there’s space. Rod & reel alone 
weigh only 12 oz. Entire kit weighs about 1.5 lbs. Kit is 
18"×8.5"×3.5". 

#4107 $57.00

EXECUTIVE FLY/SPIN TRAVEL KIT
The best of both fishing worlds, this travel kit includes both 
a high quality ball-bearing spinning reel with a 4.8:1 gear ra-
tio aluminum spool and a durable but smooth single action 
graphite f ly reel with drag. The 7' long, medium action 4/5 f ly 
weight rod is constructed of strong, lightweight high modulus 
graphite, with a reversible handle grip to accommodate both 
the f ly and spinning reels. The rod disassembles in seconds into 
seven compact 14" pieces and packs up, along with the reels, 
into a heavy grade nylon zippered carrying case lined with 
form-fitting foam. 
 Compact enough to strap to a rear rack, stuff in a saddlebag 
or even fit into some larger tank bags, this combo is ready to 
catch nearly any species that swims. (You’ll need to provide 
the fishing line and tackle for this one). Rod and reel together 
weigh only 13 oz. Entire kit weighs 1.5 lbs. 15"×7.5"×2.75". 

#4148 $67.00

Photo: Roger Wiles, 2009

TROUT COMBO FLY ROD OUTFIT
Lakeside campsites and roadside streams will have newfound 
allure when you strap  this compact fishing combo along for 
the ride. Durable five piece 8’6” IM7 graphite f ly rod features 
a premium cork handle and large arbor disc drag f ly wheel. 
Weight-forward f ly line with tapered leader and 50 yards of 
backing will have you casting with pinpoint accuracy and sen-
sitivity to feel every fish strike, whether you are an experi-
enced angler or a first timer. Compact design dis-assembles to 
store in a sturdy Cordura rod 
tube with zippered reel pock-
et to keep everything clean 
and secure. Tie on your own 
f lies (not included) for years 
of f ishing fun and fresh meals. 
Interchangeable right or left 
hand retrieve. Case stores to 
an approximate 22"×2"×6".  

#5008 $119.00

Photo: Doug Goodwin, 2009
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CAMPING WITH THE 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

A little-known fact is that our U.S. 
Army Corps 
of Engineers 
have these rath-
er nice camp-
grounds scat-
tered around 
the country and 
they’re not all 
that expensive 
as it turns out. 
This book will 
show you state-

by-state where these campgrounds are 
located and directions for getting to 
them, what amenities they offer, and 
what the costs are for staying. By Spur-
geon L. Hinkle, U.S.M.C. Ret. Soft-
bound, 5.5"×8.5", 244 pp., b/w illus.

#5760 $15.00

MOTORCYCLE CAMPING 
MADE EASY

A no-nonsense primer on heading out 
on the scoot to 
camp. Valuable 
tips and practical 
techniques will 
point you in the 
right direction if 
you are interested 
in going to rally 
events or perhaps 
heading out on 

your own for a bit of solitude. Real-life 
issues like assessing your current bike for 
load-carrying ability and space, packing 
what you’ll need, camp skill basics like 
starting a fire and cooking, as well as info 
on finding motorcycle-friendly camp-
sites, along with all the rest you’ll want to 
know. By Bob Woofter. Second Edition. 
Softbound, 7"×8.5", 256 pp., b/w illus.

#5784 $17.00

CAMPING’S TOP 
SECRETS

Detailed awriting with a dash of humor 
results in a very readable and informa-
tive book packed with tips on living 
outdoors. Lots of information here on 
stuff you might not even think of but 
is good practical knowledge. By Cliff 
Jacobson. Softbound, 5.5"×8.5", 288 
pp., b/w illus.

#5736 $21.00

QUIQLITE PRO TACTICAL
This police-spec super bright LED 
light clips onto pockets for concealed, 
hands-free operation. Its pivoting light 
arm closes f lat when not in use. The 
first push of its On/Off button triggers 
the 10 lumen red LED, perfect for 
preserving night vision. A second push 
of the button activates a bright white 
LED for normal reading or hands-free 
lighting where you need it. Equipped 
with a 10 minute auto-off battery sav-
ing timer and continual Safety Strobe 
for situations when you need to be 
seen. Note: For low-profile shirt or 
suit pocket use backside clip removes. 
Operates for up to 40 hours continu-
ously. 3"×.9". 1 oz.

# 838 $37.00

“This simple book reveals a lot of hidden campgrounds I was not aware of. Not unlike BLM recreation areas, here are options depending on where you 
travel. It appears best suited for runs between the east coast and the Rockies. Your tax dollars at work! The book is reasonable value for the price.”  
—Camping With The Corps Of Engineers review by Marc

STROBELIGHT CLIP
Safety with function and style in a slim, lightweight, water-
proof strobe. Secure clip to pack strap, belt, pocket, bag or 
gear f lap. High visibility blinking and steady light modes 
add conspicuity for increased safety. Three long-life red LED 
bulbs illuminate for 100+ hours with the 2 included button 
batteries. Simple push button operation. 2.25"×1.25"×.75". 
White or Red LEDs. Assorted body colors.

#1196 $6.00
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INFINITY COMPACT 
This may be the toughest lil’ f lashlight you ever own. Ma-
chined from solid aircraft aluminum, the pint-sized and water 
resistant Infinity features a bright, high-intensity white LED 
that throws a beam for 30 feet and will last a lifetime. Driving 
this is patented circuitry that manages the f low of power to 
the LED, increasing battery life sub-
stantially. Burn time is up to 60 hours 
on the included AA battery. Metal clip 
allows for hands-free use. 8 lumens. 
3.25"×0.75".

# 874 $23.00 

FINGER LIGHT
Like the original versions developed for combat pilots to aid 
in cockpit visibility on low-light night missions, these inex-
pensive, compact lights are a convenient way to illuminate a 
handlebar thermometer or reference a map during post-sunset 
navigation. An easy to use push-button can be operated with 
one hand to activate two f lashing modes or an always-on set-
ting to provide bright, usable illumination without sacrif icing 
night-vision. Elastic finger strap fits over most gloved fingers. 
Three replaceable AG10 button batter-
ies (included). 1.75"×.5"×.5". 4 lumens. 
Available in Green, White and Red.

# 891 $6.00

WHY IS GREEN NEAT?
It’s better than white light, because when you turn it off there’s no ‘light 
blind’ adjustment period. Also very easy to read a book by, compared to 
red night lighting. Another 
cool element is night vision 
goggles don’t pick up green 
so well. So green lighting 
has a tactical advantage 
if you happen to be in a 
war theatre some evening. 
Green is also the toughest 
color to find in camping 
stores. Here it is.  

—Mr. Subjective 6-14

POCKET WORKLIGHTS
Small enough to carry anywhere, these 
feature the latest LED technology, 
making them up to 50 times brighter 
and more powerful than other LED 
lighting. Both feature a magnetic base 
for convenient attachment to metal 
surfaces and easy hands-free use. Du-
rable impact and water resistant design 
and long bulb and battery life ensure 
you’ll never be left in the dark. 
  Performance version produces an 
incredible 400 Lumens and shines 
up to 4.5 hours in High mode. Large 
push-button switch can easily be 
pressed a second time for a 160 Lumen 
Low light mode with a 15 hour burn 
time, or clicked a third time for a 40 
hour red safety-f lasher mode. Durable 
anodized aluminum body construc-
tion, it measures 7.44"×1.13"×.88" and 
weighs 7.2 oz. With the three included 
AA batteries. Specify Black or Silver.

 Standard version features an easy to operate, constant on/
off push button switch to activate the 170 Lumen broad-area 
lighting pattern. The magnetic clip rotates 180º for hands-
free light where you need it. Compact 6.38"×1.25"×.55" body 
design weighs only 2.4 oz and provides a long service life from 
the three included AAA batteries. Body colors vary.

Performance # 800 $23.00
Standard # 825 $7.00

PELICAN L1
With a long lamp life and extend-
ed battery burn time, you won't be 
left in the dark. The polycarbonate 
body is resistant to chemicals, water 
and corrosion. The convenient tail 
switch for constant/momentary on 
is easy to operate. Bright 12 Lumen 

output an long 4 hot 15 minute burn time with the included 
4-LR 44 1.5V alkaline coin cells. Compact 2.64" length stores 
anywhere and a break-a-way safety lanyard keeps it easily ac-
cessible or hangs anywhere in an emergency. Colored lens 
discs to preserve night vision. This handy f lashlight offers a 
lot for its size. .9 oz.

# 887 $21.00

2AAA PEN LIGHT
A bright, long-burning tactical penlight, about the size of a mark-
er, powered by two easily sourced AAA batteries. C4 LED tech-
nology is watherproof, impervious to shock and offers a 50,000 
hour burn lifetime. Easy to access multi-function push-button 
tail switch for one-handed operation. Durable machined alumi-
num construction with anti-roll head design to prevent it from 
rolling away when you set it down. Removable pocket clip for 
easy access. Three light output levels: High – 80 Lumens / 1.5 
hours, Low – 10 Lumens / 30 hours and Strobe - 5 hours. Uses 
2-AAA batteries (included). Length: 5.6" Weight 2 oz.

#1163 $50.00
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ALLOY KEYCHAIN LIGHT
Practically microscopic in size, this nano-
lightology machined aluminum  marvel 
shines brighter than most lights 10 times its 
size. Featuring a 100,000 hour LED bulb, 
it will radiate a bright 10 lumens for up to 
8 hours, on one set of batteries (included). 
Weatherproof and featuring a detachable 
clip, this tiny little 
torch really can be 
taken along any-
where. Weighs only 
.36 oz. 1.47"×.51".

#8201 $10.00 

PAK-LITE
Actually a .5"×1"×.625" hard plastic cap 
that snaps directly onto any standard 
9V battery. Provides 600+ hours of use 
on low setting with included battery 
(white only—red is good for 30+ hours). 
The LEDs themselves are rated to give 
100,000 hours. Four models: white, high/
low white and red/white. The Basic and 
High/Low white cap models glow in the 
dark. Red/white one is great for reading 
maps, paperwork and lighting controls at 
night on the road. 

High/Low White # 8219 $24.00
High/Low Green # 8220 $26.00

Red/White # 8221 $26.00

COMPACT 3 MICROLITE
Bright and compact with an integrated swiv-
eling keyring so it’s always handy too. Aircraft 
grade machined aluminum body and water 
resistant design, built tough to withstand the 
daily grind. Easy twist ON/OFF operation. 
Extreme long life .22 watt LED bulbs shine at 
5 lumens each, 15 lu-
mens total, for up to 18 
hours on a set of 4 in-
cluded button batteries. 
1.89"×.75"×.75".

 #4885 $11.00

ZOOM LIGHT
The durable resin barrel is wa-
ter and impact-resistant and 
features a 4x adjustable zoom 
to throw a high-powered, 80 
lumen LED beam up to 80 
meters. Shines up to 8 hours 
on the 3 included AAA bat-
teries. Large easy-to-use ON/
OFF rear-positioned switch. 
Includes a lanyard to keep it 
secure around your wrist, or hang conveniently inside a tent. 
4.75"×1.38". Black body with assorted color barrel band. 

 # 808 $13.00

3-IN-1 LIGHT
An advanced high-power light transforms from a work light to a lantern and a f lashlight all 
in one. Retractable base stabilizers provide added stability for standing it up, even on uneven 
surfaces. Magnetic base also provides convenient options for hands-free lighting options. Du-
rable water and impact resistant construction, made from anodized aircraft-grade aluminum. 
Choose the style and brightness of light to fit your needs: 110 Lumen Work Light, 250 Lu-
men Lantern or 3400 LUX LED Flashlight. Glove friendly side-positioned ON/OFF but-
ton. Powered by 4 AA batteries (included). 8"×2.4".

#4442 $27.00

TITANIUM GLOW KEY FOB
This durable fob will likely outlast anything on 
your keychain. The internal strontium aluminate 
pellet absorbs light, the longer the exposure time 
and the higher the light intensity, the longer and 
brighter it will glow. Attach the fob to your keys or 
a f lashlight, so you can always find them when the 
lights are out. Attach to a jacket or tent door as a 
zipper pull, or clip to a backpack or tankbag. Glows 
for up to 12 hours. 6A1-4V titanium housing with a 
uniform bead blasted matte finish. Includes 7/16th” 
diameter split ring and snap clip for attaching to 

other items. 1.58"×.35". Weighs 4.5 grams (.16 oz.).
#4458 $27.00

MINI LIGHT
Tiny but bright 6 LED f lashlight snaps di-
rectly on top of a 9V battery. Store one of 
these super compact and long-life (rated to 
last over 10,000 hours) f lashlights in a pock-
et, tankbag, tool kit or stashed under the seat 
to always have access to a 36 lumen light 
source, no matter where you are.  Easy to op-
erate on/off switch. Up to 36 hours of burn-
time per battery. Measures .63"×1"×2.7" 
with 9V battery (not included). Colors vary.

#4478 $7.00
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WATERPROOF QUAD HEADLAMP
This model is designed to confidently guide you through 
the darkest conditions you may f ind yourself in. It is light-
weight and incredibly well-built, so you won’t have to wor-
ry if it takes a tumble or accidentally gets knocked against 
something hard. 
 Some LED lights burn bright in the beginning and slowly 
fade as the batteries run low but these are equipped with reg-
ulated LEDs which maintain constant brightness throughout 
the life of the batteries. Plus, a monitor lets you know when 
it’s time to change batteries. Three brightness levels and a 90 
degree rotation focus light right where you need it. The Quad 
has four brilliant white LEDs for all-round illumination. Wa-
terproof up to 1 meter. 78 lumens, included batteries last 
about 150 hrs. 2.25"×1.75"×1.25". 3.5 oz. 

 # 8209 $17.00

UTILITY HEADLAMP
Powerful and convenient hands-free lighting solution for 
use around the campsite, roadside repairs or around home. 
High-power 90 lumen white LED light shines for up to 
4 hours on a set of 3 included AAA bateries. Switch to 
the two red 8 lumen LED’s, including a f lashing mode, 
for emergency situations. The head tilts 90º to direct light 
exactly where you need it and the adjustable strap provides 
a sure f it for any size. Easy-to-operate, glove-friendly ON/
OFF push-button. 

#4444 $23.00

HIGH POWER XP HEADLAMP
Compact multi-beam weatherproof headlamp for outdoor 
activities, offers constant lighting technology for consistent 
brightness over the battery life. Shines from 2 to 10 hours de-
pending on which of the 6 beam patterns or lighting modes are 
selected. Up to 180 lumens of bright white LED light to meet 
proximity or distance vision needs, and two red light modes for 
emergency awareness.
 Includes 3 AAA batteries and is compatible with Ni-MH or 
lithium batteries for even greater burn time. Adjustable head-
band design is comfortable and allows easy hands-free light 
where you need it. Large push button power button is easy to 
activate, even when wearing gloves. 2.25"×1.75"×1.5", 3 oz.

# 8241 $27.00

 12 FUNCTION MULTI SCISSORS
A jack-of-all-trades multi-tool to handle nearly any task—go from emer-
gency roadside repairs to prepping dinner at the camp-
site to scissoring open tamper-proof packaging. The 
unique design and sturdy construction allow the stain-
less steel scissor blades to be detached for use as indi-
vidual tools, including: screwdriver, knife, wrench, can 
opener, bottle opener, wire stripper/cutter, nut cracker, 
f ish scaler and magnet. Housed in a rugged Cordura 
4"×8.5" sheath, this compact do-it-all stores almost 
anywhere, to be ready for nearly anything. 

#2424 $24.00
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12V TENT LAMP
This little acrylic dogbone packs four white LEDs and four 
yellow LEDs to provide a nearly indestructible source of tent 
or campsite illumination. A sixteen foot super f lexible cord 
connects directly to your bikes electrical system for all night 
reading and card games. In the daytime the cord wraps around 
the frame and stores in an included f leece bag. This is the 
lightest and most reliable way to have lots of light around any 
camp. Fitted for BMW sockets, but can be adapted to anything 
from a Molex to an SAE connector. About 5"×1.2" stored.

# 883 $79.00
“Works well. The Cord is a good length. Don’t have to maneuver your bike around at all to adjust for length. Wraps up very compact. Recommend a 
plastic bag or something of the like to keep it small and the cord rolled up. Power on/off switch is very small, however that could also be looked at as 
an advantage.“ —Review by Garth Furler

ESTRELLA 12V LAMP
Like bringing a 100V house lamp to your campsite or roadside repair—without the weight or 
bulk. This compact and ultra-portable LED throws an amazing 160 lumens while the low 
draw of its single 3W bulb sips power through your bikes accessory port with the included 
12V plug adapter. Use it alone or daisy-chain up to 8 lamps together to be bathed in hours 
of brilliant light. 
 The nine foot cord provides plenty of reach, with an adjustable in-line carabiner for easy 
hanging. And a 15" “bendy” cord attached to the lamp base positions the lamp where light is 
needed. Rated for 20,000 hours of use. 2"×2"×2", 11 oz.

# 843 $49.00

GLO STRAP
Add some extra visibility to your early morning ride or evening commute with this light-
weight, f lexible, and waterproof LED light band. Flexible hook and loop adjustable band at-
taches easily to arm, leg, pack, helmet, saddlebag, or anyplace you want to add extra conspicu-
ity. Two light options, including a steady red light or f lashing mode. Fits anywhere up to 7" in 
diameter. Measures 8" long, weight 1.6 oz. 

#9380 $9.00 

LEATHERMAN RAPTOR
When it’s a question of survival, this medical multitool an-
swers loud and clear with features to handle an emergency 
situation and everyday applications. The durable blade is 
forged from heat optimized high-carbon 420 stainless steel, 
reinforced with a lightweight, glass-filled nylon thermoplas-
tic handle material. In addition to the folding shears, you’ll 
also find a strap cutter, ring cutter, 5cm ruler, oxygen-tank 
wrench and carbide glass breaker. Integrated lanyard ring and 
included molded polymer holster and replaceable pocket clip 
make it easily accessible. Some EMTs use these to cut unlucky 
riders out of their expensive (and thusly permanently ruined) 
riding suits. Boo! Hiss! Closed length 5”. 5.8 oz.

#3665 $74.00
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GLOCK SPADE 
Drill sergeants and grunts alike call the familiar field shovel the “E-tool,” short for “entrenching tool.” 
But compared to the Glock spade, most of these are stone age. Glock, the famous maker of sophisticated 
weapons, combined lightweight alloys and advanced resins to produce a tool of sheer genius that is so 
superior you might end up seeking out rough camping areas just to have the pleasure of using it. (…Naah) 
Its 180° foldable, extendable handle contains a sawblade and the shovel blade’s angle is adjustable. The 
saw extension hidden inside the handle cuts wood fast. In worldwide military use. 25"×6"×2" extended, 
10"×6"×2" folded. 2 lbs.

#2407 $47.00
Cordura Case #728 $19.00

LIGHTWEIGHT BACKPACKER’S TROWEL
When you get out there and you gotta go, you’ll need one of 
these. The Backpacker’s Trowel is made of light, strong, high 
impact plastic. It will do the job when you need it. 10"×2.5", 
2 oz. Orange.

#1581 $5.00

STAINLESS STEEL FOLDING TROWEL
For all your scooping, scraping, digging, chiseling and prying needs. 
High-quality stainless steel means it and won’t bend easily or rust. 
Comes with rugged carrying pouch. Blade is 2.25" wide. 9.25" unfold-
ed, 5.75" folded. 6 oz.

#1584 $11.00

“Why do we sell pooping-in-the-woods trowels? Because we also carry 
all those Sporks. What goes in must come out. These also present 
and reinforce a perspective about riding and ‘exploring the world’. I’ve 
carried the folding steel one for years, and a small roll of TP flattened 
inside a zip-closed plastic bag. Boot-heels work only on the softest soil. 
Having a trowel along frees one to ride and camp just about anywhere, 
anytime. Which is the point.” – Mr. Subjective, 8-2014

U.S. ARMY E-TOOL SHOVEL
This is a military-grade digging tool for trenches and holes. In current US military use and 
equipped with a powder-coated, carbon steel shovel head and a serrated blade edge, it is designed 
specifically to conquer tough digging problems in all types of terrain. The foldable body is made 
of an anodized aluminum shaft and glass-filled nylon handle, which is nicely ergonomic. A differ-
ence you’ll feel if you have to dig for more than a few minutes. The head folds back exposing a pick 
for loosening rock and breaking up roots. 23.75” open (9.25” closed) x 6” wide. Weighs 2.3 lbs. 

#4447 $53.00
* Call 800-222-1994 for latest/best price.

* Call 800-222-1994 for latest/best price.
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ONTARIO SURVIVAL MACHETE
Nothing thrashes kindling wood like this tool. Possessed of a nice “heft,” this thick bladed machete works great for chopping up 
deadfall wood for the fire. Equipped with a .25" thick ×10" long parkerized black carbon steel blade and heavy-duty Cordura 
and leather sheath, the Ontario SP-8 is a very useful, simple and formidable heavy-duty device. If you cannot make a great pile 
of f irewood with it, you should give up on camping entirely. 1 lb. 3oz. 

#3557 $63.00

WOODSMAN’S PAL
This rather nasty-appearing device is actually quite useful, well-made, and sports a distinguished pedigree of service with our 
armed forces (60+ yrs). Featuring a specially annealed high carbon steel blade, the Pal is extremely strong and works great for chop-
ping up kindling for the fire. The chisel-sharp sickle hook works great for sweeping an unimproved campsite free of ground-level 
sprouts and saplings to make for a more comfortable tent site. Unusual in form, the Pal fits your hand nicely and is so well balanced, 
it truly feels like an extension of your arm. Black oxide coating prevents rust and corrosion, and a “safety toe” one inch from the 
end of the axe side of the tool reduces def lective injuries. Cordura belt sheath included. Total length of 17". 1 lb. 14 oz. 

#2440 $67.00

“Wasn’t sure what I’d use this for but it looked neat to have in my bag. Never know what a person will run into on the road, it did not take up much room, and 
not a big ticket item. So why not put it in my ‘handy tools bag’. With this, my multi tool, knives, and full tool bag I should be good to go.” —Review by Jerry

USMC KA-BAR UTILITY KNIFE
Any big pig sticker of a knife is incredibly versatile. This one is a lot lighter to carry than a hatchet or machete, but still large 
enough to hack up firewood easily. Ergonomically optimized by generations of f ield experience, this big boy is the right tool for 
digging, cutting, food prep and all general camp chores. It’s also the same genuine KA-Bar knife US Marines use (as a weapon 
and tool) all over the world. Black coated blade and slip resistant handle. Blade is 7.75". Total length of 12.75". 9 oz. 

#2438 $77.00
* Call 800-222-1994 for latest/best price.

* Call 800-222-1994 for latest/best price.

* Call 800-222-1994 for latest/best price.
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LEATHERMAN MICRA®

Containing a spring-loaded scissors and nine 
other tools, the Micra 
is Leatherman’s small-
est multi-tool, and not 
only is it tiny, it’s much 
more useful than a lot 
of small knives or other 
keychain-sized gadgets, 

as it has 10 fully functional features that really 
work, centering around the scissors as the main tool. Small 
enough to fit on a keychain, and handier than most tools this 
size.  2.6"×.75"×.45", 1.8 oz.  

#2402 $27.00

Cleverly masquerading as a key, these little devices clip onto 
your key ring and contain a plethora of tools in a very com-
pact format. The 6-in-1 features a straight/serrated blade, three 
screwdrivers and a bottle open-
er. Very handy for something that 
weighs a quarter of an ounce and is 
only 2.75" long when closed. That’s 
a lotta fob. So unobtrusive you may 
forget you have one with you. (Mr. 
Subjective — “Have carried one 
through TSA maybe 100 times. 
Never a problem.”)

6-in-1 #3547 $15.00

VICTORINOX SWISSCHAMP
The Champ. Says it all, doesn’t it? This knife is the classic Swiss got-it-all-right-here tool. Knife blades, screwdrivers, scissors, 
can and cap openers, a frighteningly sharp saw, magnifier, on and on...oh, and of course the corkscrew. Thirty four tools in all, 
contained in a classic pocket knife profile that will almost always have what is needed to save the day. With one of these and a 
multi-plier you can rule the planet. A fine, comprehensive pocket toolbox.

#4537 $73.00

CADET ALOX
This is the actual ‘Swiss Army Knife’ Swiss Army troops really carry 
and use. Strength, durability and versatility are abundant in this compact 
carried knife design. Equipped with the most popular and useful assort-
ment of stainless steel implements, including: knife blade, bottle opener, 
two screwdrivers, wire stripper, can opener and nail file with nail cleaner. 
Compact enough to carry anywhere for quick, easy access. Knurled alu-
minum bolsters and stainless steel. A quality, everyday-carry tool that will 
keep you prepared for nearly any daily tasks. 3.3"×.5".9", 0.7 oz.

#3682 $27.00

SWISS-TECH UTILI-KEY
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K.I.S.S.™ AND P.E.C.K.™ POCKET KNIVES
These knives have blade precision fitted alongside the handle 
with one-hand opening/closing characteristics and a very posi-
tive blade lock. The “Tanto” and the handle of the K.I.S.S. knife 
are both high carbon stainless steel with a fine bead-blasted fin-
ish.
 The P.E.C.K. model features the same impeccable qualities, 
though slightly smaller and incorporates a razor-sharp Warncliffe 
blade. Both have a pocket/money clip for secure carrying. Hex-
head fastener allows precise adjustment of each blade’s opening 
and closing tension. Slim, technically advanced and quite beauti-
ful, the K.I.S.S. and P.E.C.K. are high-performance edged tools 
that are every-day useful. K.I.S.S. blade length: 2.25" (overall 
length: 3.5"). P.E.C.K blade length: 1.75" (overall length 2.6"). 

K.I.S.S. #3510 $33.00
P.E.C.K. #2423 $23.00

K.I.S.S. ASSIST KNIFE
Elemental in design, this knife comes equipped with a Fail 
Safe assisted opening mechanism for easy one-hand operation.  
The blade remains locked by a cam-over release pin, which 
(when released) allows it to be nudged open with your thumb, 
switch-blade fast. The mechanism is covered by a handsomely 
thin layer of inset carbon fiber. The stainless steel blade main-
tains a razor sharp single-side drop point grind. A removable 
pocket/money clip rounds out the functionality. 2.75" blade, 
3.9" closed, 2.5 oz. 

#4849 $67.00

P.E.C.K.

K.I.S.S.

RUSSELL BELT KNIVES 
No other belt knife looks, cuts or feels as 
nice. Exhibited at the Museum of Modern 
Art in New York and made in Canada since 
1961, this award-winning design is world 
famous among hunters, campers and cutlery 
experts. The high carbon stainless blade is 
satin finished by hand and absolutely ra-
zor sharp. The polished rosewood handle 
is carefully shaped and fits your hand like 
no other knife. Three oversize cutler’s riv-
ets secure the handle to the tang. Even the 
sheath is of premium quality leather. 
 These are well balanced you might start 
using one every day in your kitchen. You 
simply cannot own a better belt knife; per-
fect for paring and general food preparation. 
The Camp Knife blade is 4" in length, 1/8" 
thick, and an overall length of 8.5". The 
Trout & Bird Knife blade is 4" in length, 
3/32" thick, and an overall length of 8". 

A. Trout & Bird Knife #3534 $83.00
B. Camp Knife #4675 $97.00

RETRACTABLE KNIFE 
SHARPENER

Quickly sharpens serrated and fine edge 
blades with a triple diamond plated design. 
Retractable sharpener, heavy duty, light-
weight, easy to use and always at the ready.  
7.5" (open), 1.5 oz.

D. #2417 $15.00

TRAVEL SHARPENING 
STONE

A quality double-sided ceramic zirconia 
pocket stone sharpens super fast and is easily 
carried on any trip. It’ll also get a lot of use 
around your shop if you keep it handy in 
the top drawer of your toolbox. One side is 
f ine 600 grit and the other is medium 400 
grit. A leather storage pouch is included. 
1"×5"×.25".

C. #2414 $43.00
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SKELETON KNIFE
The clever, unusual and highly functional open frame design 
enables the knife blade to be opened and closed smoothly 
with a one handed motion. The minimalist super slender 
body makes this knife a pleasure to own and use. Made from 
410 grade stainless steel with a black ABS plastic blade stop. 
Folds f lat to carry comfortably 
in a pocket. Also features a 
strong belt clip (or money clip) 
and keyring hole for added 
versatility.  2.5"×.9" ×.3".

#4891 $11.00

SMARTKNIFE TOOL
Much more than just a pocket knife…it’s a key ring, bottle 
opener, screwdriver, belt cutter, glass breaker, multi-size 
spanner and a knife all wrapped up in a high-grade stainless 
steel body. Handy belt clip 
and lanyard attachment in-
cluded. 3."x1.3" ×.35"

 #4881 $14.00

ASSISTED OPENING LOCK BLADE KNIFE
With modern construction and technology including patent-
ed pass-through lock bar design and assisted opening, this is 
the next generation of the classic lock-back knife design. The 
sharp, durable 2.65" AUS-8 drop point steel blade is extreme-
ly quick to deploy with either hand using the double thumb 
studs or kick on the back thanks to the integrated assist tech-
nology. Partially serrated edge is ready for any cutting, clip-
ping, slicing or carving needs. Its full metal construction is 
durable and sturdy with the anoized aluminum handle keep-
ing weight to a minimum. The clip can be used for low-carry 
or securing dollar bills and cards. 
Incorporated into the design is ver-
satile safety lock that helps insure 
the blade will not open while being 
carried or close unexpectedly while 
in use. Length: Open 6.2", closed 
3.55". Weight: 2.6 oz.

#5054 $72.00

CRYO II ASSISTED OPENING
POCKET KNIFE

Designed and built for real-world performance, this rugged 
stainless steel assisted opening pocket knife is f inished with a 
durable matte-grey titanium carbo-nitride coating. The large 
3.25" blade offers fast and easy one-handed deployment with 
an integrated f lipper protrusion on the back of the blade and 
a SpeedSafe® thumbstud. A quad-carry adjustable pocket-
clip adds EDC versatility for tip-up/tip-down/left/right and 
deep-carry. Handle design offers frame lock feature for added 
blade safety. Integrated 
lanyard hole for added 
carry and use versatility. 
Overall length 7.75", 4.4" 
closed. Weight 5.5 oz. 

#5065 $62 .00

SWEDE 38 FOLDING KNIFE
A modest clip point blade combined with a sleek Dryf lex 
handle to make a great traditional pocket carrier. Designed 
by Prince Sigvard Bernadotte of the Swedish Kingdom 
family. Flat ground 3.19" Swedish Sandvik Steel blade opens 
easily with a crescent thumb nail mark. Durable Acrylate 
handle is secured with two removable brass screws, allowing 
the blade to be replaced or the knife to be taken apart for 
cleaning. 7.28" total length. Weighs 2.6 oz. White.

#2197 $37.00

There’s a story about this at:
aerostich.com/swede-38-folding-knife
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CREDIT CARD FOLDING KNIFE
The tuxedo is optional, but the stealth, function and cool-factor are akin to 
something ‘Q’ would bequeath. Weighing a scant 13 grams this ultra thin 
2.2mm thick, 76mm long blade features an extra long 65mm surgically sharp 
cutting edge. The super light polypropylene self-storing case is the size of a 
credit card to easily and safely store in a wallet, tank bag or jacket pocket, 
while opening the blade results from three ingenious folding operations to 
metamorphosis the card into an elegant and functional pocket knife. Lock-
ing mechanisms ensure safe operation when 
open and securely docked when in the closed 
position. High quality, rust free stainless steel 
blade is waterproof and machine washable. 
85.5mm×54mm×2.2mm stored. Black.

#2426 $13.00

SPYDERCO ENDURA CLIPIT
Preferred by military and police forces worldwide, 
the stainless blade design offers superior sharpness 
and the Zytel handles combine strength, light 
weight, and a comfortable non-slip grip. 
 The exclusive Spyderco designed thumb hole in 
the blade makes it the easiest and surest one-hand 
opening locking blade knife. A metal clip on one 
side of the handle lets you “holster” them on the 
edge of any pocket opening for super quick access. 
The thumb clip is mountable in four positions so it 
will quick-draw no matter if you carry left or right 
handed. 
 These knives have fantastic cutting ability and 
the blade steel is strong, sharpens readily and holds 
its edge. You can dry shave with one of these. 
Black handle and smooth blade. 3.9" blade and is 
4.8" when closed. 

#2410 $73.00

ULTRA LIGHT POCKET KNIVES
Lightweight, elegantly simple and made with the utmost care by craftsmen with a deep respect for 
tradition and quality materials, these ultra light knives are minimalist in design, with the essential 
functionality expected from a fine blade: a f lawless edge, a safety catch, and an excellent grip. Each 
locking blade is constructed with food-grade 420 stainless steel, weighs only grams, and packs easily 
into any pocket, pack, bag. Or attach to a pocket edge for easy accessibility with the integrated side 
clip. The 37 Gram version also features an elegantly shaped black Granadilla wood handle for added 
hand feel with little added weight. Top-notch cutting tools you’ll f ind ways to use. Choose from four 
blade lengths/weights.

3.74" 37 Grams #4389 $37.00
2.17" 15 Grams #3662 $23.00

#4389

#3662
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COLLAPSIBLE CUPS
It’s always useful to have a cup handy, but 
hard to find room to carry one where it’s easy 
to get to in a tank bag or jacket pocket. Regu-
lar cups are too bulky and cylindrical. Cheap, 

unreliable and fragile plastic versions of this telescoping inven-
tion have been around forever…but beautifully crafted, durable 
stainless steel ones like these are rare. Packs neatly anywhere so 
it’s always at-the-ready. Suitable for enjoying hot or cold bever-
ages. About 1"×3.5" (folded). Quaff away.

2 oz. #2024 $13.00
5.4 oz. #2025 $15.00

COLLAPSIBLE 
JAVA DRIP

The ultimate little helper for the 
caffeine fiend. Unique, collaps-
ible silicon bellows holds a #4 
filter to brew 1 to 12 cups of 
fresh coffee. A wide transparent 
base provides stable, spill-free 

brewing support over a myriad sized selection of mugs, cups 
or bottles. The lid holds heat in while brewing and doubles 
as a campsite trivet. Fancy. Weighs 4.8 oz. travel dimensions 
5.6"×5.5"×1".

#4147 $17.00

COLLAPSIBLE FAIR SHARE 
MUG

 Eat, drink, measure, store and collapse 
for easy storage with this unique 22 f l. 
oz. Mug. Silicone mug collapses to 1.7" 
high disc. Multi purpose folding handle. 

Sure-sealing clear polypropylene lid securely screws into the 
rim to keep meals or beverages in. 7.1"×5.4"×1.7", 7 oz.  Green 
or Blue.

#4167 $13.00

COLLAPSIBLE WATER BOTTLE
Durable, f lexible, and leak-proof, the 1L Collapsible Water 
Bottle is designed to go with you, everywhere. Packing down 
to roughly one-fifth the filled size, the f lexible design is light-
er and easier to carry than hard bottles. Simply remove the 
cap and squeeze to pop open and twist-n-click to close. The 
63mm wide-mouth screw top features an integrated bail-han-
dle and makes it super-easy to fill and clean. Can be frozen 
or filled with warm water (170ºF max temp). 100% BPA and 
PVC free. 32 f l. oz., 8.2”x4” (Open), 2.25”x4” (Closed). 
Weighs 3.1 oz.

#4446 $15.00

LEXAN JAVA PRESS
Made of the same lightweight, indestructible material as 
Nalgene bottles. This press brews gourmet coffee or tea out 
in the wilderness just like the French cafes in the city. A 
double-walled lid helps retain heat, and an insulated neo-
prene wrap adds insulation in cold weather. Ideal for the 
camp or country picnic. Two sizes: 20 f l. oz. (6.1", 10.8 oz.), 
30 f l. oz. (7.7", 10.3 oz.).

20 oz. #4102 $27.00
30 oz. #4108 $33.00

STAINLESS JAVA PRESS
Thermally-insulated, double-wall carafe and pour-through 
lid keep your coffee hotter longer. Durable Glacier   Stain-
less® steel body and stable, high impact plastic base for years 
of reliable coffee. Makes French Press coffee renowned for 
its elegant simplicity and rich, smooth, pure taste that can-
not be duplicated with drip, f ilter or percolator-type coffee 
makers 33 f l. oz., weighs 27 oz., 6.7"×5"×10".

#4168 $42.00
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WIDE WORLD OF SPORKS
The preferred take-along food handling tool for minimal-
ists. Other catalogs have been selling these elegant utensils 
for years (…uh, why?) There must be some universal appeal 
to the utilitarian, ultralight, all-in-one, take-it-with-you, be 
ready to eat “anything, anytime, anywhere” idea. 
 The Titanium and the Tef lon® friendly Polycarbonate 
sporks pull triple duty with a built-in serrated cutting edge 
on one of the fork tines, while the two eco-friendly bamboo 
versions help to save the planet, one bite at a time. Pack one 
of these in a tank bag, fanny pack, cook kit…or even a jacket 
pocket and always be ready to eat your Jell-O. Titanium/
Polycarbonate 6.75"×1.5", Large Bamboo 6"×1.25", Small 
Bamboo 3.6"×1.25".

(A) Titanium #4138 $13.00 
(B) Polycarbonate (Asst. Colors) #4134 $4.00

(C) Large Bamboo #4139 $7.00
(D) Small Bamboo #4135 $5.00

MULTI-SPORK
Sure it has an ergonomic spoon and a short-tuned fork, but 
this geeked-out spork is so much more than just an eating 
utensil. There’s a handy bottle opener, an emergency f lat-
head screwdriver blade, handy metric wrench reliefs (10mm, 
8mm, 6mm) and a snap-on carabiner for easy-access stow-
age. Available in Standard 4" 
length, 1.5 oz. Version or the 
elongated 6.13", 2.7 oz. XL 
model. Stainless steel. 

Standard #4207 $8.00
XL #4209 $13.00

TITANIUM FORK AND SPOON 
For high performance, ultralight, maximum speed competi-
tive eating, nothing beats these titanium utensils.

#2033 $27.00

“It is SO much easier, IMHO, to eat with normal sized utensils, and these are 
very lightweight. Why use those crazy prison issue plastic extrusions that melt 
and go limp at the wrong time (I know, that never happens to YOU!) when you 
can have the real thing without a weight penalty?” —Review by tim

BAMBOO UTENSIL SET
Lightweight and renewable, this bamboo utensil set is the perfect 
accoutrement for any meal on the go, with a fork, knife, spoon 
and chopsticks, conveniently stored in a sturdy storage case. Each 
strong, long lasting f latware piece is hand finished with top grade 
natural, food-safe wood oil and won’t impart or absorb any f la-
vors. A handy carabiner lets the case be clipped for easy access and 
the compact 8.5"×1.75"×1" container easily stores in a pack, bag or 
pocket. .10 lbs. 

#4163 $14.00

“This thing collapses down to nothing! It’s going with me from NC to Alaska and is perfect for my purpose.”
— Collapsible Water Bottle (#4446) Review by Michael

“Great product for cheap. It doesn't hold a lot, you may get two good cups out of it. It does work with normal coffee but you get some fine ground in the 
mix. It calls for coarsely ground coffee and that works better. Well made and tough, washes easily. Works as a container to hold creamer/sugar while 
you're riding/hiking.” —Lexan Java Press (#4102) Review by Jeff Doran

A

B

D

C
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STAINLESS THERMOS’ 
At restaurant stops, have your server fill it with 
fresh hot coffee or ice cold lemonade. Later at 
your motel, a wayside stop, or a late night camp-
fire…enjoy. A quarter-turn of the removable 
stopper allows no-drip pouring. You’ll want it 
along on every ride and use it for other activities 
too. Unmatched thermal performance. Truly 
the most civilized way to carry frozen margaritas 
through Death Valley to remote desert camp-
sites. Performance: Hot water at 203° F will be 
163° F after 6 hours and 116° F after 24 hours in a 
room at 68° F. 16 oz is 9.5"×2.6", 26 oz is 11"×3".

16 oz. #2012 $26.00
26 oz. #2022 $27.00 

VACUUM THERMOS 
TECHNOLOGY

An exclusive and unique vacuum manufacturing process 
pioneered by Nissan made the world’s first all -stainless 
thermal bottles possible more than thirty years ago. To-
day only Nissan Bottles are assembled in this patented 
vacuum chamber. It’s an exclusive method that yields a 
better internal vacuum. That plus Nissan’s tighter manu-
facturing tolerances make these thermal containers the 
benchmark. Skip the cheap look-alikes. Hours after filling 
one, you’ll appreciate the dif ference. They work better.

  
STAINLESS 
VACUUM 

THERMALS
Not only do these keep hot 
and cold liquids hotter and 
colder a lot longer than or-
dinary plastic or Nalgene 
bottles, they’re also porta-
ble Buddhist temple gongs. 
Flat tire? Unforeseen crappy 
weather? *@!#&%! min-
ivan owners!? No matter 
what the calamity or where 
you may be, just gently 
tap one of these incredi-
bly resonant bottles on any 
hard surface and you’ll be 
instantly transported to a 
state of heightened relax-

ation. Blood pressure…lowering. Urge to maim…decreas-
ing. Impending myocardial infarction…gone. Ahhh…Dou-
ble-walled, vacuum-sealed stainless steel with leak-proof lid 
and a carabiner clip. Calming effects increase with potency of 
libation. Safely carries 30°-206° potables. 15 oz. is 9"×2.8", 19 
oz. is 10.25"×2.8".

15 oz. #2053 $20.00
19 oz. #2028 $24.00

WIDE MOUTH STAINLESS
THERMAL BOTTLES 

Transporting fresh, crisp, clean tasting beverages is of tan-
tamount importance to any expedition. These wide mouth 
bottles make it easy to add ice from soft drink dispensers at 
roadside places, take a drink, and keep clean. They are con-
structed of 100% 18/8 food-grade stainless steel, providing 
ultimate protection that’s totally free of BPA and other tox-
ins, and won’t impart any funky f lavors to your beverage of 
choice. Topping the extra-wide mouth opening is a sturdy 
polypropylene loop-cap, with a stainless interior. The wide 
opening makes filling and pouring a cinch. The rougher the 
ride, the better this bottle performs. 27 oz. (10"×2.75"), 40 
oz. (10"×3.5").  

 27 oz. #2047 $21.00
40 oz. #2048 $30.00

TITANIUM BOTTLE
Lighter than steel, fresher taste than aluminum and able to boil water on a stove top or directly in the fire, this 
titanium bottle is the crème de la crème of water receptacles. Drink with confidence knowing that this bottle is 
100% safe to drink from, no chemicals leaching from the bottle material, no added liners that will break down 
over time and no foul plastic taste. The polypropylene loop cap seals tight with an O-ring closure to keep the 
contents secure on the go Light. Strong. Biocompatible. The ultimate bottle. Weighs 4.6 oz. Capacity 650ml (22 
oz.) 10.5"×2.75". 

#2058 $55.00

“Keeps hot stuff hot. Keeps cold stuff cold.
 “Does not impair the flavors (or the 'flavours', 
either) of expensive distilled malt products.
 “Nearly indestructible, heaviest duty, and made 
entirely without ornament or affectation. A lifetime 
purchase.” —Review by Joel
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POLY FLASKS
As you stare into a mesmerizing 
campfire on a damp evening you 
might want a sip of Scotch. This is 
the way to carry it. Any distilled spir-
it you carry here has a higher intox-
icant density per ounce (or volume) 
than beer. Don’t worry where the 
nearest store or tavern is. Travel light 
(and don’t drink and ride).

10 oz. #2015 $4.00
16 oz. #2014 $7.00

STAINLESS STEEL HIP FLASK
Enjoy elegant sipping at the end of a ride 
or just the end of a day. This classic f lask 
is curved to fit perfectly into a hip pock-
et, tank bag or fanny pack. The cap is at-
tached to the f lask so it won’t get lost. Be-
cause its crafted of the stainless steel, you’ll 
enjoy only the pure taste of your 30 year 
old Scotch or Kentucky Bourbon.

 8 oz. #2026 $17.00

TITANIUM FUNNEL FLASK
You’ll never a lose a drop with the unique patented silicone 
funnel integrated to fit neatly under the pure titanium screw-
top lid and on top of the body. Flip it up to fill, fold it down to 
sip. The 8 oz. Flask holds plenty of your favorite beverage and 
will not impart any unwanted taste, odor or chemicals to taint 
the purity of your drink - like lesser materials are known to 
do. The funnel also functions as a perfect spout to easily pour 
your libation into another container. High quality storage for 
your favorite spirit, durable to last a lifetime. Make a great gift 
too. 5.9"×3.7". Weighs 3.7 oz.

 8 fl. oz.#4445 $74.00

STAINLESS HIP FLASKS
Smooth modern styling and durable 18/8 Glacier Stainless 
Steel construction ensure this will be your go-to beverage 
container for generations of use. Ergonomic fit for comfort-
able concealed carry in any pocket, or store in a tankbag or 
saddlebag for easy access. Tethered polyethylene cap seals 
tightly to keep contents fresh. Micro fiber storage bag doubles 
a s a cleaning cloth. Choose  6 f l. oz. - 4"×1.2"×4.8", 7.7 oz., 
or  8 f l. oz. - 4"×1.2"×5.9", 9 oz.

6 fl. oz. #4485 $31.00
8 fl. oz. #5018 $33.00

SS ADVENTURE FLASK
Riders who demand quality and long-life func-
tionality will not be disappointed with the classic 
reputation and tough construction of these stainless 
steel f lasks. Unique rectangular design fits easily in 
a pocket or tank bag. Leakproof lid with integrated 
lanyard so you’ll never lose the cap. Choose 5 f l oz., 
8 f l oz. or 12 f l oz. Flask. Green. Dishwasher safe.

5 fl oz #4487 $17.00
8 fl oz #5030 $19.00

12 fl oz #5031 $21.00
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UNIVERSAL 
DRINKING TUBE 

KIT
Fit 28, 30, and 63mm bot-
tles. Includes a 40" f lexible 
food-grade vinyl tube with 
a bite valve, tube clip, strap, 
and caps.

 #4080 $25.00

PLATY BAGS
Platy bags are incredibly 
tough, compact and light. 
They stand up by themselves 
when full and are lined with 
food grade polyethylene so 
your water won’t taste like 
plastic. These are the original 
hydration bags, and they are 
still the best.

1 & 1.8L HOSER
Incorporates a 40" food-grade 
polyethylene tube and bite valve 
for hands free drinking. 1 L 
(6"×11") fits Roadcrafter and 
Darien chest pockets perfectly, or 
1.8 L (7.5"×11").

1 L #1309 $15.00
1.8 L #1310 $21.00

LAPEL CLIP
#180 $3.00

CLOSURE CAP 
#1321 $3.00

DRINK TUBE W/
BITE VALVE 

#1316 $11.00

1 & 2L BAGS
The best way to carry water 
for camping and cooking.  2 L 
(7.5"×13.5") with a closure cap, or 
1 L (6"×11") with a push pull cap. 

2 L #1306 $13.00
1 L #1305 $17.00

DRINK TUBE 
INSULATOR

#1322 $20.00

TITANIUM ‘BOT’
A mix between bottle 
and pot, made from light-
weight, high strength 
titanium, so you won’t 
get any of the metallic 
taste transferred by other 
metal storage containers. 
The .7L (.73 qt) volume 
is perfect for rehydrating 
a freeze-dried meal or 
screw on the watertight 
lid to carry your bever-
age of choice along on 
the next ride. Foldaway 
handles, graduated mea-
surements and ability to 
use it directly over a stove 
or open f lame make it a 
handy roadside compan-
ion. Compact for easy 

packing. 4.1"×4.8" outer dimensions. Weights just 4.4 oz. 
#1195 $99.00

TITANIUM 
INSULATED PARA 

BOTTLE
Crafted from pure titanium, this 
34 oz/1 liter bottle is a tougher, 
lighter, stronger, safer and more 
functional beverage container. 
Wide mouth opening compat-
ible with common water filters 
and accessories, individually ma-
chined geometric shaped lid for 
easier opening, even with gloves 
or cold fingers. Unwind the 7 
foot braided paracord attaching 
the lid to the bottle for use as a 
safety rope, improvised fishing 
line, splint for a broken tent pole 
or a myriad of other uses. Food 
grade silicone o-ring seals liquid 
in tight. Completely biocompat-
ible for leach-free, f lavor-free 
and corrosion-free peace of 
mind. Place bottle diectly over 
stove or fire to heat or boil water 
too. 5.5"×3.3". 9.8 oz.    

#1194 $159.00
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BPA FREE 
NALGENE 
BOTTLES

Made strong enough to be 
practically bullet proof. Very 
suitable for moto-camp-
ings everyday knocks and 
bounces. The wide opening 
and graduations on the side 
make it easy to mix drinks 
and soups. Guaranteed leak-
proof. Resistant to staining 
and retaining odors. Ex-
tremely tough. Available in 
one liter (8.25"×3.25") or half-liter (7"×2.25").

1 L #2032 $11.00
.5 L #2082 $9.00 

SPACE SAVER CUP
This 16 oz. stainless steel cup was designed to f it right over 
the end of the 1.0 liter Nalgene bottle with large folding 
handles on one side and easy to read measuring graduations 
on the other. 

#4022 $11.00

TITANIUM CUP
Make any drink a “Lite.” 
This .4 liter cup has folding 
wire handles for convenience 
and a rolled rim. A tough and 
durable featherweight at 1.9 
oz. (3.25"×3.25").

#2037 $21.00

IODINE WATER PURIFICATION 
TABLETS

Contains ol’ tried and true iodine, but it doesn’t taste 
horrible. Two tablets treat one liter of water in about 30 
minutes. 30 tablets.

 #4115 $8.00

CHLORINE WATER  
TREATMENT

A 2-part water treatment made 
of chlorine dioxide (contains no 
chlorine). Treats up to 30 gal-
lons. Two 1 oz. Bottles.

#4005 $11.00

LIFESTRAW WATER 
PURIFIER

Personal, portable water filter that 
transforms even the most turbid, 
microbiologically contaminated 
water source into safe, clean drink-
ing water. Lightweight and durable 
plastic pipe design uses hollow fiber 
microfiltration technology to purify 
a minimum of 264 gallons of water 
while removing 99.9% of bacteria 
and parasites that can contaminate 
water. Chemical free and powered 
by user-generated suction, so no 
batteries required. Safely rehydrate 
from any water source. Crucial and 
cool. 9"×1", Standard plastic body 
weighs 2oz., Steel body is the same 
outer dimensions, but adds durabili-
ty and the ability to replace the acti-
vated carbon capsule. Weighs 5.6oz.

Standard #4395 $21.00

PALEO FOOD BARS
Not your typical dry, tough and salty c-store jerky, these are tender, f lavorful 
and healthy too, loaded with up to 5x higher levels of omega-3 fatty acids 
(good for both cardiovascular health and anti-inf lammatory properties). Keep 
a few of these stowed in your tank bag to enjoy a 100% grass-fed and organic 
beef or bison bar as a snack on the road, or any time, anywhere.
 Choose tender Bison with savory bacon and tart cranberries or Beef, with a 
touch of habanero and the natural sweetness of cherries. A healthy, convenient 
and delicious, high protein, gluten free and low glycemic nutrient-dense and 
f lavor packed snack. Enjoy. 1.5 oz. bars.

Bison #2982 $3.00
Beef #2983 $3.00
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DR. BRONNER’S 
PEPPERMINT SOAP 

With a bracing, deep-cleaning pepper-
mint aroma and a claimed variety of 
uses including shaving, massages, clothes 
cleaning, and toothbrushing, this is one 
versatile soapy substance that will do just 
about all the cleaning required when on 
the road. (Don’t know about that tooth-
brushing bit though-let us know.) Also 
features an amazingly wordy and some-
what strange label that could double for 
reading material if you are trapped in 
your tent (or the can) during a downpour. 

Dr. Bronner’s soap is super-mild, environmental, biodegrad-
able, safe to use in rivers and streams, …and leaves whatever 
you wash (you, your clothes, etc…) clean and fresh.

4 oz. #2061 $5.00
8 oz. #2062 $7.00

CAFFEINATED SOAP
We tried this stuff and felt refreshed and 
alert afterwards. The idea behind this 
soap is that the infused pepper-
mint and caffeine absorb into 
your skin, leaving you zippy as a 
squirrel after use. The jury is out 
on whether the caffeine, peppermint 
or both do the trick, but whatever it is, it works. All natural & 
smells nice without the usual poisons, perfumes or chemicals. 
4.5 oz. 3.75"×2.25"×0.6".

#4101 $5.00

HEADNETS
After swarms of mosquitoes & f lying pests play an irritating 
little game of chicken with you, THEN they bite you! Keep 
the little devils off your face, neck, and head instead of run-
ning around willy-nilly and swatting at the air like a crazy 
person. Or smearing yourself with smelly, greasy concoctions 
of poisons. All nets f it easily over a hat—even wide brimmed 
ones (hats shown are not included).

MOSQUITO
An effective but less expensive version 
that does not have no-see-um mesh, but 
features an elastic band at the bottom to 
help gather the net close to your collar. 

#4098 $8.00

BLACK FLY
Does not have a spring ring or no-see-
um mesh, but features a cinch cord at 
the bottom and folds up & f its into an 
accompanying bag about half the size 
of your hand. 

#4061 $12.00

HORSE FLY
A foldable spring-ring keeps the no-see-
um mesh off your face, not to mention 
the nasty little critters and whatnots 
further away from your skin. A hid-
den pocket within the headnet wraps 
it all together in a neat, snapped bundle 
so there’s no extra storage bag to lose. 
There’s also a draw cord at the bottom to 
seal the net close to your shirt.

#4060 $18.00

BRAUN SHAVER
A quick clean shave is no problem with this 
cordless shaver. It features a unique twist cap 
that extends the shave heads to full func-
tion when open and protects the heads when 
closed. Includes built-in cleaning brush. Com-
pact design is small enough to fit right in your 
shirt pocket. Two AA batteries included.

#3887 $17.00

 NAIL CLIPPERS
An uncommon European design (…actually made in Asia) al-
lows this clipper to be folded totally f lat. Admittedly, such 
space-saving rectilinear cleverness is no big deal in a tool this 
small, but you’ll still enjoy the classic precision and feel of this 
nicer shape. Made super-sharp to accurately clip, too. The in-
corporated diamond-type file and cuticle tool also work better 
than those truck-stop cheapies. In a pinch these also double 
as a wire stripper or 1 ⁄8" f lat tip screwdriver. Stainless steel. 
2"×.5" Includes a pleather storage sleeve.

#1515 $7.00

BACKCOUNTRY ORGANIZER
A silicone-coated ripstop nylon construction keeps the weight 
and bulk minimal without sacrificing durability of this handy 
organizer pouch. Contains a 
multitude of pockets and zip-
pered compartments inside and 
out to hold travel docs or small 
personal, first-aid, or kitchen 
items. 9"×5.5"×2.5", 4 oz.

#9145 $30.00
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MICROFIBER 
UTILITY RAG

A versatile microfiber terrycloth 
for washing and drying your bike. 
Absorbs and holds more water…
faster than all ordinary rags, and 
wrings dry. Non-abrasive. Packs 
away tiny. Hand or machine wash 
(no bleach, no fabric softener), 
dryer safe. Ultra Terry Weave. 
16"×16", 1.5 oz. Blue. 

#1572 $4.00

MICROFIBER DISH 
TOWEL

A thicker feeling waff le weave of 
dense microfiber that is designed 
to feel great in your hand and work 
best around a camp or a home 
kitchen. Holds a ton of water and 
dries fast. Hand or machine wash 
(no bleach, no fabric softener), dry-
er safe. 16"×24", 3.5 oz. Blue.

#1574 $8.00

ORTLIEB FOLDING BASIN
6:00 AM, unimproved campsite: heat water on camp stove 
and fill basin, mixing with unheated water to ideal tempera-
ture. Wash face and body in warm water. Towel off and say: 
“AAAHH!” Tough and versatile, the uses for this item are 
legion: doing dishes, washing clothes, picking berries, bathing 
sore feet. Made of the same material as Ortlieb dry bags and 
saddlebags, this basin folds up small. 11"×11"×5.5". 10 L.

#2075 $55.00

AQUIS TRAVEL TOWELS 
It’s a luxury to have towels this large when traveling. Both 
styles will completely dry you after a shower (or swim), 
absorbing more water than cotton towels, yet fold small 
enough to be carried on extended travels. Hang dry over-
night to pack in the morning. Hand or machine wash. No 
bleach, no fabric softener. Dryer safe. Medium is 19"×39", 
3.5 oz. Large is 29"×55", 6 oz.

AQUIS PERSONAL CAMP TOWEL
This size is perfect for all-around travel, camping and utility 
use. It also makes the world’s f inest window, windshield and 
bike drying towel. Nice for camp kitchen chores, too. Hand 
or machine wash. No bleach, no fabric softener. Dryer safe. 
“Adventure” weave feels like a densely woven, nubby terry-
cloth. 15"×29", 2.5 oz. Green.

#1576 $20.00

ADVENTURE
A thinner travel towel that feels like a densely woven, nubby 
terrycloth. Green.

Medium #1577 $17.00
Large #1579 $27.00

WAFFLE
A more luxurious travel towel that feels like a light, soft ter-
rycloth. Off-White.

Medium #1578 $23.00
Large #1580 $27.00

MICROFIBER TOWEL TECH 
Microfiber towels are softer, thinner and more absorbent than conventional towels. They use an ultrafine fiber that’s woven like no other textile. Each square inch 
of a microfiber towel contains about 90,000 microfibers that are a blend of 80% polyester and 20% polyamide. These provide tremendous absorbency. Holdingup 
to 7 times the fabric’s weight in moisture…yet they dry quickly. 
 In addition to having a luxurious texture and fast drying ability, these towels are chemical free, lint free, non-abrasive, and hypoallergenic. Dampened with 
water they are great for cleaning any washable surface. They’ll leave even the smoothest surfaces (eyeglasses, CDs etc…) lint and streak free. They pack in a 
third of the volume of normal towels, which is perfect for any trip.

POCKET SOAP
An ingenious hygienic solution for travelers. 
Pocket Soap consists of f ifty paper thin, sin-
gle serving sheets of pure dry soap. Just add 
water and the leaves dissolve completely for 
use as body wash, shampoo, or for dish and 
clothes washing. Use one or two, and the rest 
stay dry, so there’s no need to contend with 
the soapy mess of traditional bars of soap. 
Comes efficiently stored in a plastic case 

that’s about the same size as those mini hotel 
bars of soap. Ideal for travel, but will come in handy on week-
end excursions so leave one in your tank bag. Fragrance-free. 
1.75"×2.75"×.75", .5 oz.

#2066 $5.00
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BEESTING AMPULES
Bee, wasp and hornet impacts and stings are an unwelcome 
but inevitable part of long distance riding. After doing an 
emergency jacket and helmet shedding roadside dance (live-
chicken-on-a-hot-skillet), apply one of these disposable 
swabs. They contain enough Benzocaine to immediately re-
lieve the searing pain so you can ride onward enjoying the 
rest of the day.

Five Swabs (.5cc each) #2092 $6.00

ICE DEVICE
Attached to a pocket, zipper-pull 
or key ring, this simple, easy to up-
date and economical device will be 
accessible to first responders and 
medical professionals. The shatter-
proof, waterproof and highly visible  
carrier includes rewritable per-
sonal/medical information forms 
to keep all of your pertinent info 
up to date and easily available. 
Mounts easily with included zip-
ties. In Case of Emergency, having 
one of these attached to a jacket, 
pants, bike (or all of the above), 
can’t hurt…even if you are.  Sold 
in packs of 5.

#1603 $19.00

“Congrats on the success of a great product! Affective and simple to use, got one on my key ring and all my jackets and handed out a couple to some of 
my riding buds. A must have when you are out riding, especially if you ride alone, as many of us do. Thanks!” —Review by Indian Express

DERMATONE LIP BALM
An advanced, protective formula that has its roots in Sweden, 
a place with harsh sun, winters, and wind. Dermatone is not 
only a soothing moisturizer, it provides level 23 sunblock-
ing in a sweat-and-waterproof form that absorbs rapidly 
with no greasiness or residue. It keeps your lips from chap-
ping or sunburning. Not only that, but it has menthol and 
phenol to give relief to cold sores.

.15 oz. Lipbalm (Stick) #2084 $6.00
.3 oz. Lipbalm #2085 $6.00

INFLATABLE SNAKE
Ostensibly designed to keep dung-producing birds 
off the docks where yachtsmen park their fancy 
boats, but we were intrigued by the potential for 
tent/sleeping bag mayhem involving reptile-averse 
members of the riding fraternity. Liven up that ral-
ly campsite and maybe get yourself punched. Great 
fun. Measures an alarming 6' long.

#3437 $11.00
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WATERTIGHT MED KIT .9 
This 58-item kit is the one to bring 
along on extended road trips, and it’s 
versatile enough to be your prima-
ry first aid kit for home use, too. Two 
waterproof DryFlex™ ultralight cases 
hold and organize premium quality sup-
plies inside a seam sealed sil-nylon out-
er bag for multiple layers of protection. 
Equipped to deal with a wide variety of 
f irst-aid needs, you won’t want to leave 
without this kit. 10"×10.25"×3", 12 oz.

#1766 $35.00

WATERTIGHT MED KIT .7
Everything you should have on hand 
for an afternoon adventure on the 
backroads or a weekend rally camp-
out is packed into this superior, light-
weight 46-item kit. A waterproof and 
see-through interior DryFlex™ bag 
keeps items dry and organized, with an 
outer sil-nylon bag lending extra pro-
tection and additional storage. Com-
pact enough to bring on every ride.  
6.5"×8.5"×2", 8 oz.

#1767 $25.00

WATERTIGHT MED KIT .5
Compact enough to be barely notice-
able in your jacket pocket, Courier 
Bag or fanny pack, yet f illed with a 
carefully selected assortment to treat 
everyday bumps and scrapes. The rug-
ged, zippered sil-nylon pouch holds a 
see-through waterproof DryFlex™ lin-
er filled with 35-items, with room to 
spare for adding additional f irst aid or 
essential gear. 6.5"×5"×1", 3.68 oz.

#1768 $15.00

SOL COMPACT SURVIVAL KIT
Be ready to go above and beyond the unexpected with this essen-
tial collection of 73 indispensable first aid and survival solutions. 
More than just f irst aid, this 3-in-1 kit provides medical supplies for 
dressing wounds, stabilizing fractures, and treating illnesses; surviv-
al tools to signal rescuers, navigate, illuminate your surroundings, 
start f ires, and stay warm; and gear repair items (beyond duct tape) 
to jury rig just about anything back together. 
    The ultralight clamshell-style nylon organizer bag zips open 
to reveal two zippered compartments with clear vinyl windows, 
labeled for fast easy access to exactly 
what you need, and features a small 
detachable pouch that f its neatly in 
a pocket, perfect for carrying basic 

items for short trips away from your bike or gear. A practical way to have human repair and 
survival gear handy and usable in any situation. 7"×6"×2.5", 1lb 4.6oz.

#2069 $60.00

 SOL3     KIT.9     KIT.7      KIT.5 

ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT    

EMT SHEARS   1         0         0         0    

SPLINTER PICKER FORCEPS   0         1         1         1    

DUCT TAPE   1         1         1         0    

SAFETY PINS   5         3         3         2    

BURN/BLISTER    

MOLESKIN   11       2         1         1    

TINCTURE OF BENZOIN   1         1         1         1    

ANTIBIOTIC OINTMENT   2         4         3         2    

MEDICATIONS    

DIAMODE   0         4         0         0    

IBUPROFEN (200MG)   4         4         3         2    

ASPRIN   0         1         1         1    

AFTER BITE   2         2         2         2    

DIPHEN   2         3         2         2    

 SOL3     KIT.9     KIT.7      KIT.5 

CPR/BLEEDING    

5”X9” TRAUMA PAD   0         1         0         0    

NITRILE EXAMINATION GLOVES   1         1         1         0    

FRACTURE/SPRAIN    

ELASTIC BANDAGE (2" OR 3")   0         1         1         0    

WOUND CARE    

IRRIGATION SYRINGE   0         1         0         0    

POVIDONE IODINE SOLUTION (¾ OZ.)   1         0         0         0    

WOUND CLOSURE STRIPS   0         1         0         0    

BUTTERFLY CLOSURE STRIPS   4         0         3         2    

AFTER CUTS & SCRAPES®   3         6         4         3    

4×4 OR 3×3 OR 2×2’S   6         5         4         4    

NON-ADHERENT STERILE DRESSING   2         2         2         1    

GAUZE BANDAGE (2" OR 3")   1         1         1         1    

ADHESIVE TAPE 30' (1/2" OR 1")   1         1         1         1    

 SOL3     KIT.9     KIT.7      KIT.5 

KNUCKLE BANDAGES   2         3         3         2    

STRIP BANDAGES   4         5         5         4    

COTTON TIPPED APPLICATORS   0         1         0         0    

STERILE ALCOHOL PREP PAD   0         3         3         3    

HAND WIPE   1         1         1         0    

SURVIVAL/REPAIR    

4” & 8” CABLE TIES   6         0         0         0    

ALUMINUM FOIL (3 SQ. FT.)   2         0         0         0    

BUTTON COMPASS   1         0         0         0    

FIRE LITE STRIKER   1         0         0         0    

2W LED HEADLAMP   1         0         0         0    

SURVIVAL BLANKET   1         0         0         0    

MINI SIGNAL MIRROR   1         0         0         0    

MINI RESCUE WHISTLE   1         0         0         0    

NYLON CORD (10 FT. 100LB. TEST)   4         0         0         0    

TINDER QUICK   1         0         0         0    

FIRST-AID AND SURVIVAL KIT CONTENTS

https://www.aerostich.com/?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2017
http://www.aerostich.com/watertight-med-kit-9.html/?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2017
http://www.aerostich.com/watertight-med-kit-7.html/?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2017
http://www.aerostich.com/ultralight-5.html/?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2017
http://www.aerostich.com/sol-hybrid-3-survival-kit.html/?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2017
http://www.aerostich.com/sol-hybrid-3-survival-kit.html/?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2017
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